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LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) — A
No Action. ....:............... 22
jury pool of 250 has been whittled
"Tearoom" History ...... 32
to 48 in the second trial in the beat—
NOVEMBER 1999
VOLUME 10, NUMBER 1
ing death of Matthew Shepard.
Gay Friendly College
Aaron McKinney, 22, could
GuidebOOK .................... 33
face the death penaltyif convicted
offirst—degree murder in Shepard‘s
death last October. Authorities say
the butt of a revolver and fists were
French Adopt
used on the slightly built college
Plan to
freshman whodied from 18 blows __
to the face and head.
| — Give Gay
Police said he may have been
targeted for robbery in part because
Couples Lega
he was gay. McKinney is also
Rights
é
charged with aggravated robbery ,
and kidnapping with intent to in—
PARIS (AP) — French law—
flict bodily injury or terrorize the
makers adopted Oct. 13 a con—
victim.
troversial law that will give a
woz. In April, the trial of Russell |
___ Henderson, 22, ended before jury
wide range of legal rights pre—
viously limited to the wedded to
«.Selection was completed when he
pleaded guilty to felony murder
unmarried couples, gay or
and kidnapping and received two
straight.
life sentences.
The National Assembly ap—
—In the McKinney case, attor—
proved the law by a vote of 315—
neys plan to select a jury Oct. 25,
249 nearly a year after it was
then immediately launch into
introduced. Lawmakers spent
opening statements.
110 hours examining the bill as
Attorneys picked their finalists a
well as hundreds of amend—
week ahead of schedule but officials
ments.
a
decided not to move the trial up.
Visibly pleased leftist law—
Notifying everyone involved
makers all stood up after the
would have been difficult, said
measure passed. Justice Minis—
court spokesman Allen Johnson. In
ter Elisabeth Guigou, a Social—
addition, not enough motel rooms _Daniel Forrest, seated, co—chair of Memphis Pride, staffs an information table for the National Coming Out Day
ist, said the law would help
would be available for jury seques—
"diminish homophobia and in—
Picnic held Oct. 10 in Plough Park. About 80— 100 people attended the picnic which was co—sponsored by Memphis
tration if the trial began a week
tolerance."
Pride, Inc. and the Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice. Additional pictures on page 36.
early.

Anti—bias

Ordinances

Gain

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — ®versity.
The gay movement has existed for
Kent Ostrander, director of the
three decades in Kentucky, but ho— conservative Family Foundation in
mosexuals didn‘t register signifi— Lexington, believes words have
cant victories until this year.
worked in favor of Kentucky‘s gay
Four local governments have movement.
added sexual orientation to their
"They‘ve successfully captured
anti—discrimination laws since the term ‘fair‘ and applied it point—
January.
edly to their issue," he said, add—
The decisions were made amid ing "they‘ ve stolen the fervor of the
threats of political backlash and civil—rights movement by capturing
spiritual damnation for those who the term ‘discrimination." "
voted for the ordinances.
The ordinances haven‘t come
They have been approved in without fights. _
s
Louisville, Jefferson County, Lex—
More than 1,000 people at—
ington and Henderson — where tended two public hearings in
about 24 percent of the state‘s Henderson last month, an over—
population lives.
whelming majority of them op—
Bowling Green is the latest city posed to the town‘s so—called
to begin debating an anti—bias or— Fairness Ordinance.
dinance, with the move being led
One man told commissioners
by the Lambda Society, a gay that anyone voting for the ordi—
group at Western Kentucky Uni— nance should be thrown into the

Ground

in

Ohio River with "a rope tied around
your neck with a rock at the other
end."
q
The ordinance was approved 3—
2 by the Board of Commissioners.
The earliest work of activists
was in the 1970s, when gay student
groups formed at the University of
Louisville and the University of
Kentucky, demanding to be recog—
nized.
~
The political activism slowed in
the late 1980s, in part because gays
focused on the spread of AIDS,
said David Williams, editor of The
Letter, a Louisville—based newspa—
per for gays. _
é
In 1991, the Fairness Campaign
in Louisville was founded and has
since been visible and active in
politics.
The campaign‘s first victory
came in January when the Louis—

Kentucky-Cities
tucky
Supreme
Court
had over—
turned,
has
worked
to
defeat
whatin
ittheviews
as
anti—gay
legislation
General Assembly.

ville Board of Aldermen voted 7—5
to ban discrimination in employ—
ment on the basis of sexual orien—
tation, after similar measures had
failed in 1992, 1995 and 1997.
The success in Louisville
prompted gay activists in other cit—
ies around the state to begin lob—
bying their city commissioners and
Human Rights Commissions for
similar laws.
Gay activism outside Louisville
stems from the Kentucky Fairness
Alliance, which has headquarters
in Louisville and chapters in Bowl—
ing Green, Henderson, Owensboro,
northern Kentucky, Lexington and
Richmond.
— The alliance, founded in 1993
because of efforts in state govern—
ment to reinstate a state law that
had prohibited sodomy between
consenting adults, which the Ken—

'
There are local efforts to defeat
lawmakers who have voted in fa—
vor of gay—rights ordinances.
Joe Corradino, a Democratic
Jefferson County commissioner up
for election next month, has been
targeted by a new group called the
Organization of Christian Demo—
crats.
;
The group says it mailed out
100,000 leaflets two weeks ago
condemning Corradino and ad—
dressed to "All God Fearing, Bible
Believing Democrats."
Henderson Commissioner
Robby Mills, who opposed the or—
dinance there, said gay rights likely
will be a major campaign topic next
year.

They Put Filters on the

—

SAME—SEX MARRIAGE?
J

Computers at the Library
— What‘s

WELL, NO, ACTUALLY,
| DON‘T BELIEVE

I always take note when the
Triangle Journal News is men—
tioned in other publications. I
guess it‘ s a way of validating my
work.
f

REALIZE THAT
FEAR OF COMMITMENT
IS A GAME THREE

IN THAT...

Next?

by Allen Cook

1 HOPE YOU BOYS

literature might be among the
items.
¢
Over the years, the library has
been very supporitve of both
The Triangle Journal and its
predecessor Gaze. Both have
been distributed collectively for

The Oct. 13 edition of The
M e m p h i s
Flyer,
in a
Opinions expressed in
cover article on
editorials,commentaries
putting Internet
and letters are those of
filters ‘on the
the authors.
computers at
the

library,

mentioned that the proponents
of that effort questioned why
both Family. and Friends and
The Triangle Journal were be—
ing distributed at the library.
« My personal opinion is that
while viewing Internet porn is
clearly inapporpriate behavior
in the context of. viewing it at
the library, placing filters on the
computers is tantamount to us—
ing a hatchet to kill the fly on
your forehead — it might get the
job done, but there are dire con—
sequences.
In trying to fend off this at—
tack by right—wing—protect—our—
children—and—keep—the—perverts—
at—bay puritans, the library dared
to suggest that it could control
the situation itself with its own
policies on computer usage. It
seems that the filters —recom—
mended would not only filter
out Internet porn, but would also
likely block access to legitimate
sites which might contain nu—
dity. One wonders if the nude
sculptures and paintings of Re—
naissance artists would be ex—
cluded. It‘s also pretty likely
that a good part of Robert
Mapplethorpe‘s work would
also be screened.
The danger of allowing cen—
sorship of this kind is that it will
probably only be the first step.
The anti—porn advocates, in ef—
fectively holding up library
funding at the county level, were
able to gain a foothold. We can
expect similar tactics next year
when the issue of library fund—
ing comes before the County

more than 20
years and are
bound — and
placed in the
permanent
collection. In—
dividual is—
f
sues of TIN
are available at the Social Sci—

ences desk at the main library.
For our part, our publishing
standards have always taken the
library into consideration. As an
example, we do not allow fron—
tal nudity and with few excep—
tions, our publication could be
read to children without having
them become warped forlife. —
Efforts by the Eagle Forum,
FLARE and others to have these
publications removed in the past
have been rebuffed. In the

For more cartoons, visit www.planetout.com
of the First Amendment could
never happen, I offer Pastor
Niemiller‘s lament:
First they came for the Jews,
But I did not speak out,
Because I was not a Jew.

Internet filter case, the library

Then they came for the _

was forced to bow to the will,
not of the majority, but of those

Communists,

who had the power over their
— Because I was not a
funding — censor or else!
Communist.
The hatchet/fly analogy
comes to mind again. Would
Then they came for the
they destroy the entire library
trade—unionists,
system, rather than allow free
And I did not speak out,
and unfettered access to the
Internet through its computers?
Do they not give credit to pro—
fessionals for having the sense
to deal with inappropriate be—
havior in the library? I suspect
the real reason they want to im—
pose their will is not to be able _
to limit access to viewable im—
ages, but exposure to ideas.
Some years ago a poll was
taken by the Gallup Organiza—
tion. They rephrased the Bill of
Rights and asked respondents

Because I was not a trade—
Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)
Fax: (901) 454—1411
E—mail: MemphisTJN@AOL.com

unionist.
Then they came for the
Catholics,
And I did not speak out,
Because I was not a

— Catholic.
Then they came for me,
And there was no one left to
speak outfor me.

whether or not they would vote
for such measures. The First
Amendment — Freedom of
Speech— failed miserably.
If you think the overturning

— Pastor Niemiller
Nazi Resistance leader

Commission.
Marilyn Loeffel, former
president of FLARE and current

Early Publication for

county commissioner, has said,

December and January

"We‘ll eat the elephant one bite
at a time." Clearly there are
other items on the Citizens for
Community Values agenda.
One wonders if gay and lesbian

—

And I did not speak out,

_

Issues

December: Nov. 19
January: December 24
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Reno

Urges Intervention to Prevent

Hate Crimes _
he admitted are often ignored be—
shootings "one of the saddest days
cause "there were no significant _
of my life."
penalties."
"I still remember the courage,
The program, "Colorado
strength and spirit of the young
DENVER (AP) — Children
Project
Exile," is patterned after
people," she said.
who are teased and have little pa—
a similar program in Richmond,
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
rental support are ticking time
Va., to reduce gun violence, and
fatally shot 12 students and one
bombs, and communities need to
will feature billboards, public ser—
teacher during their rampage at
develop strategies to deal with
vice announcements on radio, and
Columbine High School April 20,
them, Attorney General Janet Reno
television ads. Law enforcement
and then killed themselves.
said Oct. 4.
f
officers from across the state
Reno said laws need to be
"Hatred starts when a person
Showed up to back the U.S.
changed toallow more federal in—
feels alone and unloved, and they
tervention in hate crimes. She said _ attorney‘s program.
don‘t feel they have control over _
Reno said Columbine attack
there are no special provisions in
their lives, and strike out at others,"
focused attention on the problem,
federal law for attacks based on
Reno told participants at a hate
but did nothing to prevent subse—
sexual orientation, gender or dis—
crimes summit sponsored by the
quent shootings in Conyers, Ga.,
abilities.
Justice Departmentand more than
U.S. Attorney Tom Strickland the Jewish Community Center in
a dozen anti—hate organizations.
specifically cited the attack on Los Angeles or the Baptist church
Experimental intervention
Matthew Shepard, a gay student in Fort Worth, Texas.
projects in schools show that vio—
The Justice Department is re—
who was beaten unconscious and
lence can be reduced if students are
tied to a ranch fence Oct. 7 outside viewing lawsuits filed by cities
— taught tolerance, she said.
Laramie, Wyo. He died several against gun manufacturers to re—
"These results demonstrated
cover damages for gun attacks,
days later.
that just as hate can be learned, it
Strickland said hate crimes Reno said, adding that might be
can be unlearned," she said. "I have
never stop, and said the Shepard a new tactic in the war against
a dream for this country, that just
slaying "still resonates through— — gun crimes.
as students can learn other subjects,
"We are reviewing the law—
out the country."
every teacher can teach our young
suits to determine ... whether we
Strickland said a new advertis—
people to resolve differences with—
ing campaign will target viola— think it can be repeated in other
out guns and knives."
tions of federal gun laws, which jurisdictioné,” she said.
— Although she did not address the
Columbine shootings directly,
Reno said communities have a duty
to stop harassment of minorities,
and students need to learn to live
with different races.
"If you don‘t start there, you‘re
too often too late," she said.
Later, at a news conference,
Reno called her trip to Colorado in
the wake of the Columbine
By Steven K. Paulson
Associated Press Writer

Stonewall
Democratic Federation
Praises Bush for Candor
Washington—The National to condemn," said Keith Morrison,
Stonewall Democratic Federation NSDF Director. "Bush‘s biggest
(NSDF) has praised Presidential challenge over the next 13 months
candidate George W. Bush for pub— will be to remember whichlies he
licly acknowledging the Republi— has told and to which groups," says
can Party‘s mean—spiritedness and Morrison. "This goes way beyond
lack ofconcern for the lives ofmil— ‘Read My Lips.‘ George W‘s words
are so different from his actions that
lions.
Speaking in New York at the his campaign slogan should be ‘Read
Manhattan Institute, a conservative My Mind‘," Morrison adds.
public—policy organization, Bush "Bush even states in his speech
stated, "Too often my party has fo—— the he wants ‘Republicans to dump
cused on the national economy, to sterile speech and speak from the |
the exclusion of all else but there heart.‘ However, the heart of the Re—
_are human problems that persist in publican Party which includes
the shadow of affluence... Too of— George W. Bush; is stone cold. The
ten, on social issues, my party has National Stonewall Democratic Fed—
painted an image of America eration is not fooled and will not let
slouching toward Gomorrah." ~ the voters be fooled either," Morrison
;
While agreeing wholeheartedly concluded.
with Bush‘s assessment of his cho— The National Stonewall Democratic
sen political party, NSDF iseducat— Federation is the only national organi—
ing voters that the views ofthe GOP zation of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
are no different from those held by transgender Democrats. With 40 af—
filiated clubs, Stonewall has more than
Bush himself.
"No matterwhat George W..says 10,000 members. NSDF is committed
to make himself ‘appear‘ moderate to educating voters about the vast dif—
= his record and his rhetoric show ference that exists between the two
that he accepts and promotes the ‘major parties on issues of importance
same extremist policies he pretends to our communities.

| National

Walgreens Sued for Refusing to Fill San
Man‘s HIV Prescription in Texas
scription for AIDS drugs. The suit was thatpaid for Mr. Farr‘s medications,
Attorneys
Paul
Wotman
and
filed on behalf of Alan Farr, a San did not allowfor early renewals.
Geoffrey
Kors, ofOct.Wotman
& Kors,
The pharmacist told Farr that
Francisco resident who was in Texas
LLP,
announced
4
the
filing
ofa
visiting his mother when the incident Walgreens‘ customers could have
federal
lawsuit
againstWalgreens
for
their prescriptions refilled anywhere
f
refusing to refill a customer‘s pre— occurred.
According to the allegations in the in the country and that all Farr needed

1545 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
901—278—1004
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Erie Th th

SUSAN
A MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

days of the medications himself. The
pharmacist refused to sell Farr the
drugs and told him that "we don‘t
carry AIDS drugs in this pharmacy"
and that "we just don‘t deal with
people with AIDS here."
Farr explained that it was impera—
to
do
was
to
call
in
the
refill
to
a
complaint, Farr had failed all avail—
that he not miss a single dose of
able AIDS treatments prior to being Walgreens in Corpus Christi. The tive
these
medications and that it could be
placed on "salvage therapy" —a com— pharmacist then provided Farr with a a matter
oflife or death. The phar—
list
of
Walgreens
in
Corpus
Christi.
bination of four different medications
As set forth in the Complaint, macist refused, telling Farr that he
— by his physician. Farr wasadvised
have thought about that before..
that missing one dose could impact the while in Corpus Christi, Farr called should
She
then
said: "The only way you are
in
his
refills
using
Walgreens‘
auto—
effectiveness of the therapy.
to get these pills is to go back
For many years, Farr had been a mated refill system. When he went going
Francisco where you belong.".
customer of the Walgreens pharmacy to the pharmacy to pick them up he to San
Farr,
after being informed that the
approached
the
pharmacy
counter
and
located on Fillmore Street in San
Fillmore Street Walgreens could not
Francisco. Prior to leaving for a trip told the pharmacist who he was.
anything to get him the medica—
to care for his ailing mother in Cor— ._ The pharmacist gasped, pulled do
tions
in time, immediately left Texas
back
and
quickly
walked
to
the
other
pus Christi, Texas, Farr went to
expense on a flight not booked
Walgreens in order to have his pre— end of the pharmacy section, as far atin great
advance
and returned to San Fran—
scriptions refilled since he did not away from Farr as possible. She then cisco in order
to obtain the drugs.
told
Farr
that
she
had
spoken
with
the
have enough medication to make it
"This treatment of a customer try—
Fillmore Street Walgreens and could
through his entire trip.
ing to refill AIDS medications is out—.
The pharmacist informed Farr that not get authorization for payment and rageous,"
said attorney Geoffrey
refused
to
give
Farr
his
medications.
he was unable to refill the prescrip—
Farr then offered to pay for a few . Kors. "For a pharmacy to tell a cus—
tions since ADAP, the state program
tomer that they can have their life—
saving prescription refilled while
LANZA — PAUL MITCHELLSEBASTIAN f traveling, and then refuse to do as they
promised is immoral and illegal,"
Dare to be
Kors added. "If Walgreens is not
going to honor their pledge to refill
prescriptions nationally, customers
should be so informed," Kors con—
cluded.
"Clearly, Mr. Farr was harassed
«b
and denied services because he has
a""
AIDS," said attorney Paul Wotman.

« WALK—INS WELCOME

Records &CDs
901/272—7922 _
Sun, 1—6:30 pm
794 S. Cooper _
Mon—Sat, 11:30 am—6:30 pm
Memphis, TN 38194
Email: LstChaCDs@aol.com

Francisco

DABBLEG
MON 9—6 TUE—FRI9—7 SAT 9—5
19 N. COOPER «725—052 1+ MEMPHIS, TN —

"To treat someone in this manner is a
violation of the Americans with Dis—
abilities Act and California Law"he
added.

Maryland

Governor Won‘t

Continue Lobbying for
Bill

Gay Rights

Activists

Settles with

Accused

of

to

BROOKFIELD, Conn. (AP)

\
A New, Convenient Pull—out Section!

TheTriangleJournal Calendarof

See Page 19
Events,

FARMERS

Former Teacher They

School classroom a "safe zone"

activist, has said she never tried

for gay students.

to change anyone‘s religious or

_

Gays

Renounce

‘lNSURANCE’

Promoting Homosexuality

— A retired school teacher has

Urging

Homosexuality
By Jordan Lite
Associated Press Writer funct"ThisMoralis notMajority.
to force anybody‘s
views
on
anyone,"
said toWildmon;
who
timed
the
lecture
counter
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) _ Ac— publicity from National Comming
tivists accused the Rev. Jerry Out Day, an annual event celebrat—
Falwell
ofpromoting
ing gay life. "We all have a free—
as the beating
death ofaviolencesuch
gay Wyo— — dom
in America."
ming college student as he led con— Theofchoice
event
came
as jury selec—
servative Christians in urging gays — tion began in the first—degree
mur—
to renounce homosexuality.
trial of Aaron McKinney,.
"Christian bigots out of our der
accused
of killing gay college
stu—
city!"
criedJosh
Trenter,
who
was
dentMatthewShepard
in
Laramie,
hauled away by police after alleg— Wyo. Falwell condemned
edly tossing a blueberry pie during Shepard‘s killers and said the
Monday‘s
"ComeHeOutandof another
Homo— lecture‘s timing was coincidental.
sexuality" event.
"was very tacky,"
memberofagay rights group were saidTheSantiming
Francisco
citedDeclaring
for batterythatandreleased.
Trenter,
ofthe
groupby ACT
who hasSupervisorTom
long been ac— Josh
"God loves you Ammiano,
UP,
is
carried
away
San
tive
in
the
gay
rights
movement.
"I
and sodo I," Falwell, who appeared think it‘s extremely disrespectful, Francisco police afterdisrupting
via satellite, told the audience of and I think it reflects the depth of a meeting where the Rev. Jerry
about
as peopleso can
can their insensitivity and self—serving Falwellgavealecture viasatellite
come 60outthatof "just
the closet,
encouraging
gayshomosexuality
and lesbians
people choose to come out against agenda."
to
give
up
their
Fellow Supervisor Leslie Katz Mon., Oct. 11, in San Francisco.
a sinful
lifestyle." was designed agreed.
Trenterofficers
was hauled
away by
The presentation
"There‘s such hatred that police
after
allegedly
"to
reach
out
to
the
homosexual
a pieFalwell
in frontappeared.
of the
out
in that
approach.KatzIt smearing
community in a spiritoflove," said comes
screenwhere
implies
people
can
change,"
Allen Wildmon, a spokesman for said. "That‘s the behavior that He and another member of his
the
American Family
rightsandgroup
were cited
for
in people on the fringes gay
aconservative
ChristianAssociation,
group that results
battery
released.(AP
Photo/
committinggrievous
actsagainst
sponsored the eventofthe
with now—de—
Falwell, — others." f
Eric Risberg)
f
:
theformerleader

the bill but testified before a House
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) —
committee and told them of his
Gov. Parris Glendening, who ear—
brother, Bruce, who was gay but
lier this year became the first Mary—_
was forced to keep his orientation
land governor to propose gay rights
—a secret or face the end of his ca—
legislation, said he won‘ t renew his
reer in the Air Force. Glendening‘s
push for passage of the bill in the
brother later died of AIDS.
next General Assembly.
Glendening‘s measure won ap—
The governor said Oct. 8 it
proval in the House Judiciary Com—
would be futile given the conser—
mittee and in the House of
vative makeup of a key Senate
Delegates on a vote of 80 to 56. The
committee to try and get the bill
legislation ran into trouble in the
passed. The bill would have pro—
Senate Judicial Proceedings Com—
hibited discrimination in employ—
mittee, which never took a formal
ment and housing because of
roll call.
sexual orientation.
House leaders have told
Glendening said he considered
Glendening that the House will not
the bill "simple basic protections,"
take up a gay rights bill next year
and would strongly support such a
unless it is approved first by the
bill if it was introduced by others.
Senate to spare delegates another
"Unless there‘s some change in
round of pointless lobbying.
the committee, that effort will not
House Speaker Casper R. Tay—
be successful at this time,"
lor Jr. said he hoped a gay rights
Glendening said.
bill would pass the Senate, but said
Key legislators saidwithout the
that was unlikely without the
governor‘s sponsorship the mea—
governor‘s lobbying.
sure would be nearly impossible to
Carolyn Battle, a board member
— pass next year.
%
of Free State Justice, a gayrights
Senate President Thomas V.
group, said she was disappointed
Mike Miller said the governor was
in Glendening‘s decision.
responsible for pushing the bill
"Wejust have to fight harder.
ghtheHouseofDelegatesthis | — The people of Maryland support
this legislation," she said.
"Unless it has that type of push
Unless the Senate committee _
would
bill
the
sxswagain, I would think
changes its outlook, Glendening
face a very difficult time," Miller
said the issue could be put to the.
said.
public in the 2002 election.
Glendening not only sponsored

Couple

Decry Falwell‘s

—
Symbol of Superior Service3
INSURANCE

settled her libel lawsuit against

The Houdes, who now live in

cultural views. She has said she

Auto — Home — Life — Annuities

a conservative Christian couple

Orange County, Calif., said that

had heard about the "safe zone"

Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay & lesbian Community

program during a visit to the Uni—

who accused her of recruiting

Berrill — the widow of "Gil

students to become homosexu—

Thorp" cartoonist John "Jack"

versity of Connecticut and was

als.

Berrill — had marked her class—

oneof several teachers who es—

former

room with a pink triangle and

tablished the zones, areas sup—

Brookfield High School teacher

<was preaching a "disgusting" and

posed to be free of insults and

—— The

attorney

for

Veronica Berrill said the settle—

"illegal" homosexual agenda.

Office: 377—1075

Enrica Ramey

Home: 374—9502

derogatory language.
Berrill declined to comment.

ment was reached just before

..The couple, whose daughter

jury selection was to begin. He

was in Berrill‘s class, began a

Attorney Joseph Secola said

said the couple agreed to pay an

public campaign against the

the Houdes were merely express—

undisclosed sum of money to

teacher. They wrote letters to lo—

ing an opinion protected by the

Berrill.

cal newspapers and held a news

right of free speech. He noted

"When you are buying or selling a home,

that the Connecticut Supreme

I can make a difference!"

be a complete victory, a vindi—

Town Hall to press their case.

Court has ruled that teachers are

Call me and let me show you how."

cation for her actions," her attor—

The campaign was funded in part

public figures, for whom libel

ney, Henry Lyons, said in a

by the American Center for Law

protections are much narrower.

statement.

& Justice, an arm of the Rev. Pat

"Ms. Berill considers this to

_

f

The lawyer for the couple

conference in front of Brookfield

Robertson‘s ministry.

"The lawsuit was an attempt

his clients achieved what they set

his wife asked that the pink tri—

out to do by forcing a political

angle be removed from Berrill‘s

what they set out to when school

agenda out of the classroom.

door. The Nazis marked homo—

officials decided to dismantle the

Berrill filed the lawsuit in

sexual prisoners in concentration

"safe zone" program in 1997 —

533—0620 Pager

He said the Houdes achieved —

1996, maintaining Kathleen and

camps with a pink triangle, a

replacing it with an extracurricu—

Neal Houde libeled her when

symbol since appropriated as a

lar club for homosexual students.

they complained to the school

badge of honor by the gay com—

The settlement, he said, came

board and made public com—

munity.

clared her Brookfield High

327—9900 Home

out," Secola said.

Houde, an airline pilot, and

Berrill, the mother of seven

Randy Wilder

to stifle a parent‘s right to speak

claimed victory as well , saying

ments about her after she de—

_—KRKondy Wide

278—4380 Office

.po

SOWELL & COMPANY

(

—

54 South Cooper

Memphis, TN 38104

a

[B
MtS

because the Houdes wanted to
move on with their lives.

children including a gay rights
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600 Gather for Vigil to
Remember Matthew
Shepard
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) — About 600 people gathered Oct. 10 for
a candelight vigil honoring Matthew Shepard, the gay college stu—
dent who was fatally beaten and tied to a post a year ago.
"We on this campus, in Laramie and in Wyoming, are people of
peace, of inclusiveness," the Rev. Roger Schmit, of St. Paul‘s
Newman Center, told people on the University of Wyoming campus.
One of two men accused in the slaying, Aaron McKinney, 22,
goes on trial on charges offirst—degree murder, kidnapping and ag—
gravated robbery.
The other suspect, Russell Henderson; 22, pleaded guilty in April
to felony murder and kidnapping and received two life sentences.
Shepard, 21, was lured from a bar Oct. 7, 1998, driven to a remote
prairie, tied to a fence, pistol—whipped into unconsciousness and left
to die on the freezing plains.
He died on Oct. 12, 1998, and McKinney‘s trial begins amid sev—
eral memorials commemorating the one—year anniversary ofhis death.
A cross made of stones rests below the fence in Laramie, Wyo., Sat., Oct. 9, 1999, where just over a year ago
gay college freshman Matthew Shepard was beaten and left to die. (AP Photo/Ed Andrieski)

Jerry Switzer, right, wipes tears from his eyes as he hugs Cathy Renna,
center, as they visit the fence in Laramie, Wyo., on Tues., Oct. 12, 1999,
where Matthew Shepard was beaten to death last year. Jeremy Atencio,
left, looks on. The group were @mong those participating in the "Hike for
Hope," a 70—mile trek from Ft. Collins, Colo., to Laramie, to raise awareness
about hate crimes. (AP Photo/Ed Andrieski)

&
University of Wyoming student
Matthew Shepard is shown in this
undated file photo. Just over a year
ago Shepard, a gay college
freshman, was beaten and left to
die outside of Laramie. The alleged
ringleader in the attack, Aaron
McKinney, is now on trial formurder.
His alleged accomplice, Russell
Henderson, 22, pleaded guilty and
is serving a life sentence for his role
in the murder. (AP Photo/File)

Students light candles at a vigil against violence at Prexy‘s Pasture on the
University of Wyoming campus in Laramie, Wyo., Sunday night, Oct. 10,
1999, and later marched to a nearby Peter, Paul and Mary concert that
followed. The event marked the one—year anniversary of the death of
Matthew Shepard. (AP Photo/Ed Andrieski)
g
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Russell Henderson, left, and Aaron McKinney are shown in Albany County
Court in Laramie, Wyo., in this Oct. 9, 1998 file photo. Just over a year ago
Matthew Shepard was beaten and left to die outside ofLaramie. McKinney,
the alleged ringleader in the attack, went on trial for murder on Oct. 11.
Henderson, 22, his alleged accomplice, pleaded guilty and is serving a life
sentence for his role in the murder. (AP Photo/Ed Andrieski)

Dlsmlsses Last Pending Phelps Chastlty Bono‘s Parents
Criminal Charge
state Supreme Court threw out the .
ByJohnPress
HannaWriter~
Associated
TOPEKA,
Kan. (AP)
— anti—
The
last
criminalcharge
against
— beendismissed.
gay activist Fred Phelps Sr. has
Phelps,BaptistChurch,
pastor of Topeka‘s
Westboro
faced a
charge
of
disorderly
conduct,
which
he had describedItasstemmed
a "tacky
little
misdemeanor."
from
hiscampaign
church‘sfund—raising
protestoutsidea
1992
in Topeka attended by event
Judge

Had Mixed Feelings When

ward to it."
_ Phelpssaid he had planned to fo—
felony charges 11 months ago but
ordereda trial on themisdemeanor cus on Hamilton‘s conduct during
the trial. In a letter to The Topeka
charge. _
Montgomery County District Capital—Journal, Phelps called
Judge Jack Lively dismissed the Hamilton "the antichrist tyrant" for
misdemeanor charge because a trial her continued efforts to prosecute —
for Phelps failed to begin within six him and church members.
Hamilton blamed the delay in
months of Shawnee County Dis—
trict Court receiving the notice of Phelps‘ trial on finding a judge to
the Supreme Court‘s decision.
— hear it after the Supreme Court‘s
In an order issued before the dis— ruling.
"We were trying to get it set, but
missal, Lively said Phelps‘ consti—
tutional right to have a speedy trial _ no one knew who the judge was go—
Hlllary would be violated if his prosecu— ing to be," she said.
As for Phelps‘ characterization
Rodham Clinton.
tion were to continue.
Shawnee County District Attor—
Lively was hearing the case be— of her as a tyrant, Hamilton noted
ney Joan Hamilton said Oct. 4 that cause all Shawnee County judges Phelps has called her worse things.
"You want me to be surprised?"
she does not plan to appeal the had disqualified themselves. Phelps —
charge‘s dismissal.
had asked himto dismiss the charge. — she said. "That‘s a nice name for
Phelps and church members
“There never was anything to him."
The disorderly conduct charge
," Phelps said.
picket regularly against homosexu—
was
filed after a prominent Topeka
ality, even outside other churches
Phelps cited the Bible‘s Psalm
they believe are not protesting 49. The fifth verse states: "Where— attorney, Jerry Palmer, filed a com—
enough against the "sodomite fore should I fear in the days of evil plaint over the Phelps—led demon—
agenda." In the past, his signs have when the iniquity of my heels shall stration in 1992.
The next year, members of.
|
— included the slogan “God Hates ‘compass me about?"
Fags."
When the Supreme Court ruled Westboro Baptist Church picketed
The church gained national at— in November 1998, Phelps said was \Palmer‘s church, St. David‘s Epis—
tention for picketing the funeral of "dancing, rejoicing and singing" copal, and Palmer said their signs
_
a gay Wyomingcollege student over the chance to turn his misde— — were meant to intimidate him.
One said "Pig Palmer FUS," an
who was beaten to death last year. meanor case into a high—profile
abbreviation for "fat, ugly sod—
The dlsorderly conduct case be— one.
sfortwofelony == ‘Hesaid he wasn‘tdisappointed_ omite." The othersaid, "Gays are _
£ ofaggravated intimidation in Lively‘s ruling but acknowl— " worthy of death." —
of a witness against Phelps. The edged, "I was certainly looking for—

"Lesbian Police Lieute
nant Files Lawsuit
PHOENIX (AP) — A dieuten— the: lawsuit in Superior. Court. men are routinely investigated..
~ant is suing the PhoenixPolice De— “There would have never been an
The suit also alleges that inves—
partment, saying she suffered investigation, much less disci— tigators purposely failed to include
discrimination, harassment and re— . pline."
exculpatory material in files sent to
taliation from other officers be—
A spokesman for the Phoenix the department‘s command staff,
cause she is lesbian.
police said the department would leading those who read the final
Lt. Sharon Patches is seeking ‘have no comment on the issue..
report to come to inaccurate con—
unspecified damages for the emo—
In her lawsuit, Patches says po— clusions about Patches.
>
tional, physical and professional lice investigated her personal rela—
Three offive allegations against
toll —she says she suffered as a re— tionship with another female Patches were sustained after a
sult of being suspendedfor a week officer yet failed to investigate se— lengthy investigation by the
after an internal police inquiryinto rious allegations of domestic vio— department‘s Professional Stanher relationship with another of— lence and criminal behavior by dards Bureau.
ficer.
male officers. _
Patches received a 60—hour sus—
"If this was a man or a straight
The 16—year police veteran also pension from duty for those infrac—
person, this never would have hap— says that women who complain tions, but that suspension was
pened," said Patches‘ attorney, about improper work relationships reduced later to 40 hours.
Loretta Jacob—Schwartz, who filed are ignored while complaints by
Settlement Reached
Filed

in

Lawsuit

by Gay Deputy

CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) —A
civil rights lawsuit filed by an
openly gay former Goshen County
Sheriff‘s deputy has been settled
for an undisclosedsum.
All terms of the out—of—court
settlementare completely confi—
dential, said Laramie attorney
Maribeth Galvan who represented
Brian K. Small. —
"I think we‘re very satisfied
with it," Galvan said Tuesday.
Defendants included Sheriff
Donald J. Murphy; Undersheriff
James Lowry and Sgt. Gary
Kirchhefer.
Small claimed he was fired

without cause or due process after
he delayed arresting three hostile
suspects for an assault in a
Torrington bar.
He said the defendants knew he
was gay. About six months after
Small was hired, an unidentified
sheriff‘ s office employee allegedly
made anti—gay comments in front
of other employees and to a jail
inmate, Small charged in the law—
suit filed in federal court.
Small claimed Murphy ignored
his grievances and failed to take ac—
tion against the employee, creating
a hostile work environment. —
When Small opted to wait for

warrants instead of immediately
making arrests for the bar assault,
Murphy said some deputies told
him they thought Small was being
fearful and they doubted Small
would back them up in a confron—
tation, the lawsuit alleged.
Small contended Murphy used
the arrest incident as a pretext for
firing him.
Small also said he has been un—
able to get hired in his field because
the defendants made false state—
ments about his termination to pro—
spective employers.

She Came Out

AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Having
famous parents didn‘t make it any
easier for Chastity Bono to tell
people she was gay.
"My mom had a more difficult
time. It took her two days to be able
to settle down and start to deal with
it," said Bono, who told her par—
ents, the late Sonny Bono and
singer/actress Cher, at age 18. "My
father reacted really well, really
positively."
§
Bono has become one of the
best—known gay activists after she
came out in a gay newsmagazine
in 1995.
§
Bono. gave a speech Sunday
during the third annual Out in Ak—
ron gay and lesbian cultural festi—
val.
;
Sandra Kurt, chairwoman of the

852 S.

—

three—day festival, said it was
Bono‘s book on her coming out as
a lesbian that prompted event or—
ganizers to invite her to speak.
"We thought Chastity would be
a natural choice, because she ex—
perienced other people making de—
cisions for her about how out she
would be," she said. "She has come
to terms with that and come out on
her own and managed to stay
strong." .
Bono, who is now 30 and lives
in Los Angeles, said she would like
to see the media move ahead in
portraying gays and lesbians in a
well—rounded way.
"It‘s when people continually
see stereotypes, and they‘re gener—
ally negative, that allows people to
be bigoted," she said.

Cooper'M‘emphis TN38104

(901) 272—2853
You can get all your floral needs
met here at Lavender Earth.
Open House — Sunday
November 12st, 1pm — 4pm
Come join the fun and eat wonderfully
hand prepared foods.

If your friends have not told you about our —
open house, they may be trying to save
all the food for themselves! Don‘t let them!
You deserve the personal attention
you get from Lavender Earth.
Tues—Sat
10am—6pm
_ Visa/MC/Disc/AE
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Emerald Theatre Company presents
Closing Emerald Theatre
«Company‘s‘s third season of resi—
dency at Theatreworks is an origi—
nal production written by founder
Den—Nickolas Smith. Romeo,
Romeo takes the audience into the
lives of Dec and Kane.
The play runs Nov. 5—7 and 12—

14 at 8 p.m. each evening. Tickets
are $10 for adults. Call 722—9302
for reservations.
Dec, a quiet and reserved bi—
cycle messenger, lives a life of iso—
lation brought on by disturbing
childhood events. On a rainy night
and by circumstance, Kane enters

Romeo,

his life — a handsome stranger
drenched in blood and thus the
mystery of the Romeo, Romeo
killer begins.
A clever mystery with a
Shakespearean twist, Smith deliv—
ers a quick turn of the knife as the
two lead characters develop a tu—

Romeo

multuous
relationship while the
citythatneversleepstrytofindthe
man
responsible
forthatkilling
gay
men.
It
is
promised
you
won‘t
know
"whodone it" andmaybeyou
when you
thinkyouknow....well,
don‘t.Romeo Romeo features .
Den—NickolasSmithandWarrenJ.
Cardinal
and is directed by Hal
Harmon
EmeraldTheatreCompany
will
begin
the
millennium
with
a
gay
classic.
ETC
will
begin
the
new
year
with celebrated
playwright
MattIn Crowley‘s
Boys
in
the Band.of
March relive an evening

bittertonguesandrevealingsecrets
Michael invites
his birthday.
friends overAs
totheas celebrate
Harold‘s
nightbegin,progresses
andis safethefrom
real
games
no
one
thetopcampfromthesemen
biting dialogue and over—the—
insheeps
clothes.
Actors interestedinauditioning
shouldcontactDenNickolasSmith
at276—0168.
722—9302 or Hal Harmon at
Advanced tickets
and season
subscriptions will be sold during
the run of Romeo, Romeo. Early
ticket purchasers will save 20 per—
cent off regular prices.

Integrity Book Club
Announces New

1474 MADISO
901—278—4313
1sr Yeng anniversary
wep. NovemsBenr 10°
15

Reading

List

The following titles have been
chosen by members of the Integ—
rity Book Club for discussion in the
upcoming months.
Book
discussion
leader
Jonathan Cole announced that
secular nonfiction works will be
included along with theological
and religious readings. Copies of
the current month‘s book can pur—
chased at a 15 percent discount at
Davis Kidd Booksellers.
For more information, including
locations, contact jonathantn@
aol.com.
* Nov. 2: Like People in His—

tory by Felice Picano
* Dec. 7: Same Sex Unions in
Premodern Europe by John
Boswall
* Jan. 4: Coming Out Spiritu—
ally: The Next Step by Christian De
LaHuerta, Matthew Fox
* Feb. 1: Virtually Normal: An
Argument About Homosexuality by
Andrew Sullivan
* March 7: Wrestling With the
Angel: Faith and Religion in the
Lives of Gay Men, edited by Brian
Bouldrey
o
* Apr. 4: Just As I Am: A Novel
by E. Lynn Harris

Jean Rowe to Speak at
November Integrity Meeting

LONGNECKS & SETUPS
3PM—3AM
voOU‘ve mabe Us HAPPY
NOW Wwe WANT TO SAY THANK YOU
$99" $0at

e‘
TSARUS HOMECOMING
NOVEMBER 19"
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Jean Rowe from the Neshoba
Unitarian Universalist Church will
be the guest speaker for Integrity‘s
regular meeting on Nov. 16.
The speaker will discuss the
1972 policy changes within the
national Universalist Church,
which made the faith a more wel—

coming religion for homosexuals.
The meeting will begin with a
brief worship service at 6:30, fol—
lowed by dmner and the featured
speaker.
Monthly meetings take place at
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N.
Second St.

Seeking Kickball Players
Angela Lamb, MGLCC
The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC) has
planned a Kickball Tournament for
Sat., Nov. 6, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Tobey Field (located at the cor—
ner of Central and Hollywood).
KickBall is a time—honored sport
that most of us do not get
to play
once we finish
elementary school!
If you would like to play, please
contact Angela at 324—1018 or
cantsee3d @yahoo.com to register.

Registration is only $1 per person.
Don‘t worry if you don‘t have a
team, they will find one for you. If
you would like to play, please let:
the organizers know by Sat., Oct.
30. If there are not enough teams,
the tournament will have to be post—
poned until next spring.
Also, the MGLCC has sched—
uled its November open meeting
for Sun., Nov. 7 from 6 to 8 p.m.
in First Congregational Church‘s
Pilgrim Hall. everyone is invited
to attend. The meeting topic will
be announced.

Victim

Describes

Prison

Rapes, Says Guards Ignored

By Christine Hanley
Associated Press Writer

if he complained about what hap—
pened.
5
The judge eventually called a
recess because Dillard was cry—
HANFORD, Calif. (AP) — A
ing so much that his voice was
former prisoner sobbed uncon—
barely audible.
trollably as he described how he
Robertson has admitted to rap—
was raped by a cellmate and then
ing Dillard and testified earlier
laughed at by guards when he
that Dillard — who was serving
asked to be transferred to another
time for crack cocaine possession
gell.
and assault — was on a short list
"I told himshe couldn‘t house
of proposed cellmates he gave to
me with that inmate," Eddie
Sgt. Robert Decker, one of the
Dillard recalled telling one of the
guards on trial. _
guards. "He was an enemy and
Dillard and Robertson — both
was known for raping inmates.
originally from the same South—
But he was being persistent
ern California street gang — had
that I had to go in there. I knew
tangled before at another prison,
he was going to rape me. I knew
where Dillard learned of
it."
Robertson‘s reputation as a rap—_
Four guards are on trial for al—
ist. Dillard even named him on
legedly setting up the rapes at
his official enemies list.
Corcoran State Prison to punish
By 1993, when both arrived at
Dillard for kicking a guard at an—
Corcoran, Robertson testified
other prison. The guards, who are
that he wanted to put Dillard in
on paid leave, face up to nine
his place.
years in prison if convicted.
"He needs to learn how to do
Dillard, a slightly built 28—
his time," Robertson recalled
year—old now attending junior
college in Southern California, telling Decker when he presented
the sergeant with his list of pre—
said he protested as soon as he
ferred roommates. "Whatever I
was told he would be sharing a
decide to do ... he needs to
prison
cell
with
Wayne
straighten up his act."
Robertson, known as the "Booty
Dillard said Robertson, nearly
Bandit." He said his protests con—
twice his size, raped him
tinued until he was ordered in the
twice over two days in March
cell.
1993. In between, he continued
"Before I knew it, we were
to protest and asked to be moved
getting into it. We were tussling
and he said he was going to rape — out of the cell, but nothing was
me. I tried to fight him off but I
done.
couldn‘t. He raped me," he said,
Defense attorney Wayne
his voice cracking.
Ordus suggested that Dillard
— Dillard also said guards asked
chose to be sodomized because
whether he was gay, laughed at
he could have saved himself by
his pleas for help and later threat— ‘refusing to return to the cell when
ened to put him back in the cell
he was let out to take a shower.

Volleyball
Begin

Him

he

"If they did," he said, "I never

ciplinary process during which he

couldn‘t count on prison regula—

would have been housed with

might have aired his complaints.

tions protecting him.

him."

That would have prompted a dis—

Dillard

testified

that

Invites you to start your Christmas
celebrating a little early. Come to
Our Fabulous Christmas Show
AT THE MADISON FLAME
NOVEMBER 21st at 8:30 PM
ADMISSION $3

League to

Play

Proceeds go to buy Christmas gifts for

—

Shelia‘s Kids at Loving Arms

The Bluff City Sports Associa—
tion Volleyball League will begin
play in November continuing
through the end of January with a
few weeks off for the upcoming
holidays.
Player sign—up is set for Tues.,
Nov. 2, from 7 to 9 pm at Glenview
Community Center, located near S.
_MeLean Boulevard and Lamar
Avenue. This will be the league‘s
third year there and the center is
looking forward to its return. The

gym will be closed except for vol—
leyball play. Regular games will be
played on Tuesday nights begin—
ning Nov. 9.
The league is informal and fun.
Teams will be formed, but they will
be able to pick up extra players if
needed. The league wants to give
an opportunity for some fun dur—
ing the long winter nights.
Call 374—9787 for information,
exact address and directions.

"lijll‘rlralck and White Men Together
Box 142157
Memphis, TN 38174—2157
Phone: 2746—0168
Jackson, MS BWMT
601—373—9034
http://www.geocities.com/westhollywood/9913
See Calendar on page 20 for event info.

_

"Organization dedicated to the needs of children
infected and affected by HIV/AIDS

There will be lots of Christmas fun
and GREAT ENTERTAINMENT

Also, you can
have your
picture

y

$=;

«___g
\_

made with
you know who!
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Arguments Presented in Selection of Gay Church Elder
gation, which elected him, and that
church
hearing
on
the
case
that
he
"I
really
felt
strongly
that
God
By
Mike
Recht
a
church court should not have up—
did
not
intend
for
the
case
to
be
a
was
calling
me
todo
this,"
he
said.
Associated Press Writer judgment on whether homosexu— "I knew I had to do it."
held the election.
Walter Baker of the First Pres—
alsknowledgedthatmany
could serve, thoughgaypeople
he ac— 1997amendmentthatbanspractic—
The dispute is the first test ofa byterian
BEDFORD,
NH.
(AP)
—
A
Church of Stamford said —
ConnecticutPresbyterianchurch‘s
Osborne
should have been dis—
could
be
affected.
ing
homosexuals
from
being
or—
fight
over
whether
a
gay
man
qualified
when
he failed to say if
dained
or
installed
on
governing
"IftherulinggoeslikeIhope
i
t
should
be
allowed
to
serve
on
its
he
was
a
sexually
active homo—
will,
there
are
a
lot
of
people
—
boards.
s
governing
board
could
make
i
t
sexual
and
would
not
His
opponents
argued
that
the
gays, andlesbians—who
willserve,"
receivehe nominating committee wrongly repent his sins. say he would
easierforotherhomosexuals
in
the.
hope
be
allowed
to
church
say. a said.
sent his nomination to thecongre— In addition, Baker
Wayneto serve,
Osbornebothsaidsidesbefore
Living Word
Christian Church
] Kyle Dearen, Pastor
_ Mermiphis.
_ 340 TN 38104
Phone
Sunbaq Morning
Sunvay Evening
Wesnesbay Evening

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
all of the body of Jesus Christ"

#

Hebrews 10:10 AMP
Join us as we praise and worship
Our Awsome God!
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The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual

|

§ Transgender yellow pages: since 1973

editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
U.S
$16 postpaid: Nationwide resources including headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
complete city by city information for all theStates and Provinces,
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, Rl; VA, VT,WV.
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid:AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY,
LA, MD,
TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV, U.S. Virgin Is.
"Pid us at ga-fru=ndly ‘stores like
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800—343—4002
«and many others
For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send
self—addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO
Box
533—TN,
Village Stn, NY, NY 100914
The

All

ORIGINAL
LoshiGayGayTra 34
yellow pages

Vmce' 212—674—0120
Fax: 212420—1126
gayello@banet.net

‘

Mal/gayellowpagesxom

;

"sharing a home, lifelong loving,
committed, but he makes no com—
ment about his relationship in the
context of the requirement to live a
life of chastity in singleness."
When asked directly if he was a
sexually active homosexual, he de—
clined to answer, Baker said. The
consequences of not answering
must be considered, he said.
argued that
Baker said.Osborne also said
Osborne‘s comments that some there are some, things the church
sins are out—of—date with church considers sin, which he does not,
teachings place him too far afield and that he intends to remain unre—
from essential church beliefs.
pentant of them.
John Harder, arguing for
He also said
nominating
Osborne‘s elec—
committes
tion, said the
placed too much
complainants
weight on the ©
Opinions expressed in
"did not pro—
testimony of a
‘| editorials,commentaries
duce a single
single person,
and letters are those of
witness who
Pastor Moffett, —
testified to any
who testified in
the authors.
knowledge of
favor
of
homosexual
Osborne. The
practice or unrepentant sin on the board did not give enough attention
part of Wayne Osborne."
to the minutes of the meeting that
The arguments took place be—
included other evidence that proved
fore the judicial commission of the Osborne‘s—election violated the
Synod of the Northeast made up of church constitution, he said.
ministers and elders from Presby—
Meg Nosenzo said Osborne
terian churches throughout the re— never acknowledged homosexual
gion.
:
practice "and is under no obligation
Osborne, 38, was elected last to declare his sexual practice."
year to serve on the Stamford
"It would be a sad commentary
church‘s governing board, but on the state of the Presbyterian
church members Mairi Hair and Church of the United States of
James McCallum appealed to the America ... that silence.about. the
ecclesiastical court of. the most intimate and personal details
— Presbytery of Southern New En—. of one‘s life could be interpreted to
gland. The court upheld the elec— prove wrongdoing," she said.
tion, and Hair and McCallum
Pressed by moderator Fred
appealed that decision to the judi— Denson on whether. Osborne‘s si—
cial commission.
lence on the question makes the
Following the three—hour hear— homosexual ban meaningless,
ing, the commission said it ex— Harder answered that if Denson
pected to decide in about a week,
was at the session, he might have
but acknowledged the dispute asked more questions. The nomi—
probably would wind up in the nating committee used its discre—
church‘s General Assembly, the tion and did not ask any more, he
final avenue of appeal.
said.
William Prey, an adviser to Hair
She also argued that dissenting
and McCallum, said their action is opinion is not a constitutional bar
not personal or vindictive. They
to office.
simply feel Osborne‘s election vio—
She said Osborne was never spe—
lates the church constitution.
cific about some sins "he finds out—
Harder, in turn, said Osborne‘s dated or out—of—step with current
election was not an attempt to test teachings and beliefs." She said
the amendment.
complainant‘s argument that
"While there might be concern Osborne clearly was referring to the
about setting a precedent, that‘s not ban on homosexual practice "is
what this case is about," he said.
mere speculation by appellants and
However, Baker answered that without any foundation at allin the
intent is irrelevant.
record."
"It‘s the consequences that are
Harder argued that "unrepentant
relevant," he said.
sin or self—affirmed homosexual
~ Baker noted that Osborne de— practice was rebutted and over—
scribed his homosexual relation— thrown by competent and credible
ship to the governing board as evidence at trial."
~ Advertising space donated as a public service of The Triangle Journal News
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dentaltlle
schedules events in the chapel be—
ceremonies.
cause the university owns the
But after hearing remarks by
president Thomas Hearn recently, _ chapel and shares it with the
church.
Christman said he believes such a
Christman said that if Susan
ceremony now can be held for
Parker and Wendy Scott now ask
church members.
him to schedule a covenant cer—
"It seems to me that that is the
emony for them in the chapel, he
policy," Christman said.
will do so.
The women, Christman and
"If church members request a
Hearn all attend Wake Forest Bap—
same—gender ceremony as an activ—
tist Church, an autonomous congre—
ity of the church, then that‘s an
gation that meets in the university‘s
event to be scheduled," he said.
Wait Chapel. Thechaplain‘s office

Sponsor of Anti—gay Marriage Initiative
Criticized

by Gay Son

SACRAMENTO, California
(AP) — A state senator who is
sponsoring a ballot measure that
would ban gay marriages in Cali—
fornia has been criticized by his gay
son, who called the measure
"blind" and "uncaring."
David Knight, a cabinet maker
in Baltimore, wrote an opinion
piece in the Los Angeles Times at—

tacking Republican Pete Knight‘s
initiative.
—
"I believe, based on my experi—
ence, that his is a blind, uncaring,
uninformed, knee—jerk reaction to
a subject about which he knows
nothing and wants to know noth—
ing, but which serves his political
career," he wrote.
%
A spokesman for the senator

Fighting the "Rising Tide
of Intolerance and

Hate"

Hate Crimes. More than 50 people,
PROVIDENCE, RI. (AP) —
including members of the NAACP,
Religious leaders rallied with
members of the gay and minority the Alliance for Lesbian and Gay
Civil Rights and the Rhode Island
communities during a spirited dem—
onstration against hate crimes at the, State Council of Churches, gath—
ered outside City Hall in the morn—
State House Oct. 7.
ing, then marched quietly to the
Some shared personal stories of
State House rotunda, where they
prejudice. Others decried the vio—
lence and issued a call to action. ‘celebrated tolerance in prayer,
speech and song.
Still others came to offer their sup—
The Rev. Robert E. Farrow, pas—
port for an end to hate crimes, The
tor of the Holy Cross Church of
Providence Journal reported.
"I‘m a member of the gay, les—
God and Christ, told the crowd that
stopping hate crimes must begin at
bian, bisexual and transgendered
community," the Rev. Gwendolyn
home.
"It‘s an inside job," Farrow
Howard told the gathering. "By
said. "By that, I mean the spiritual
saying that, I have increased the
structure that resides within."
_ possibility of violence being com—
Evan Howard, pastor of the
mitted against me."
Central Baptist Church of Provi—
What, Howard asked, can you
dence, spoke of how Roger Will—
say about a society in which na—
iams saw Rhode Island as a "lively
tional organizations decide that one
experiment" in liberty.
group of people is morally danger—
Howard warned that that experi—
ous just because of who they love?
A society in which legislators deny ment is in danger of being
civil rights to a class of people be—
"swamped by a rising tide of intol—
cause of who they love?
erance and hate."
"It‘s up to us to carry on Rogers
"Every time we don‘t say no to
Williams‘ lively experiment, " he
any of that, we contribute to the
said, "so that the Rhode Island re—
hate," Howard said. "We say it‘s
naissance will be not only a com—
all right to treat some people as less
mercial success but an awakening
than human."
j
of love and light in the hearts and
The rally was timed to coincide
relationships of us all."
with the National Vigil Against

»

said he was not immediately avail—
able for comment.
The senator acknowledged pub—
licly in 1996 that his son, who like
him is a former fighter pilot, is gay
and that the senator‘s brother died
of AIDS. At that time, Knight was
trying unsuccessfully to get the
Legislature to pass a bill — simi—
lar to his initiative on the March 7
ballot — to block recognition of
gay marriages performed in other
states.
Knight has said he and his son
disagree on gay marriages, but re—
spect each other‘s views.
David Knight wrote that he told
his father three years ago that he is
gay and has a life partner.
"From that moment on, my re—
lationship with my father was
over," he wrote. "I can‘t begin to
explain the hurt that has come from
this rejection."

ato
\

The Rev. Lynn Rhoades, the
associate pastor of the church, said
Christman‘s decision changes the
situation.
4
Rhoades said "now Wendy and
Susan can be treated like any other
members of our congregation who
want to schedule the space."
When Christman declined to
schedule the ceremony, he referred
the request to university president
Thomas Hearn, who forwarded it
to the school‘s board of trustees.
A statement released by the
board last month asked the church
not to hold such a ceremony. Com—
plaints from students and faculty
followed. Hearn said in a speech
that "nowhere does the statement
&
ant

WINSTON—SALEM (AP) —
The Wake Forest University chap—
lain said he would now schedule a
same—sex ceremony for two lesbi—
ans after the university president
denied the school had banned such
services.
The Rev. Ed Christman said in
August that he declined to sched—
ule the ceremony for the women
who attend Wake Forest Baptist
Church because the university did
not have a policy regarding such

Hold

Campus

HIGHPOINT

Covenant Ceremony On

Now

MID TOWN

«
«
«
+
«

Moote
Moore
Moore
Moore
Moore
j

prohibit or forbid the church from
doing anything."
Parker and Scott said they wel—
comed the decision and declined to
comment further.
Hearn is out of the country and
unavailable for comment. Kevin
Cox, a university spokesman, said:
"We don‘t have anything else to
say on it. The president spoke last
week."
Still unclear is how a request
from students or alumni outside the
church to hold a covenant cer—
emony would be handled.
Wake Forest University has his—
torical ties to the Baptist State Con—
vention of North Carolina but is no
longer governed by it.
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_—Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue, just east of Cooper
Open Mon 7am — 3pm; Tues — Fri, Zam — 6pm; Sat Tam — 2pm
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Pam and Sharron have the coffee on
andthe griddle hot at 7 each morning.
Start your day with a hot, hearty
breakfast from Buns on the Run.

QueerScience
‘by Dr. Simon LeVay
See page 32
This Month:
Autoerotic Asphyxiation
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Jerry Falwell to Meet with 200 Gay People of Faith and Their Allies
On Oct. 23 at 4 p.m. in
Lynchburg, Virginia, 400 people of
faith will make history.
The Rev. Jerry Falwell and 200
of his Baptist friends and associ—
ates will break bread with the Rev.
Mel White‘s Soulforce delegation
of 200 gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people of faith and
their allies.
"Breaking bread is better than
breaking heads," says Dr. White, a
gay Christian clergyman who spent
the last seven years pursuing Jerry
Falwell and other leaders of the
religious right hoping and praying
that this day might come. "Our war
of words has to end," he says sadly.
"Too many innocent people on
both sides are being caught in the
deadly crossfire."
Falwell has promised not to
"compromise his position on ho—
mosexuality," but he supports
White‘s primary goal. "Mel sin—
cerely wants to lower the rhetoric
on both sides," he said. "And that
is exactly what we want as well."
"We‘ll give Jerry the time he
needs to learn the truth about God‘ s
gay children," White replies qui—
etly. "But we‘ll not stop telling him

»

that truth until he does."
The unusual dinner/forum is
being widely praised, but protest—
ors from both sides have promised
to be in Lynchburg to make their
opposition public.. Bob Kunst, gay
activist from Florida, says,
‘"Falwell‘s already been beaten and
by resurrecting his reputation,
White has compromised himself
and is trying to take the rest of us
down with him."
*
‘Fred Phelp‘s, of "God Hates
Fags" fame, condemns both
Falwell and White for the event.
"In meeting with those who com—
mit such things as are ‘worthy of
death‘ (Rom. 1:32)," Phelps writes,
"Falwell is guiltier than White."
Although they will discuss their
very different views on sexual ori—
entation, Falwell, White and their
‘400 allies are primarily seeking
ways to help end "hate speech”

whatever its source.
"Jerry and I disagree on many
things," White admits, "but we
agree on this: we must work to—
gether to help end the rhetoric that
leads to anger, fear, and acts of vio—
fence."
"We‘ll be sitting at round tables
P

Se
Ct
for 9 years! Please call me
when you are ready to cell

”amalgam. 7

Steve Solomon
SOWELL & COMPANY
%
R+ E —A L
— R —$
STEVE soLOMON [@
Broker
f
MLS
Office (901) 278—4380
Residence (901) 363—1060
BUL
~*t754 S. Cooper e Memphis, TN 38104
email: STEVENC1@AOL.COM

Spiritual Resources

in mixed groups of 10," White ex—
plains. "Our gay and lesbian del—
egates from the Hawaii Marriage
Project are bringing 200 tea—leaf
leis in the spirit of Aloha (friend—
ship). A PFLAG mother of a gay
man has created 400 pottery angels,
one for each place setting, to re—
mind us of the innocent men and
women.—who have been shot,
strangled, stabbed or beaten to
death. After a meal and a time of
getting acquainted, people of faith
from both sides will share our sto—
ries and the stories of our friends
and families who have suffered
from this never—ending—war of
words."
At the press conference follow
ing the dinner/forum, surrounded
by photos ofthe dead, Falwell and
White plan to read the names of
hate crime victims from Matt
Shepard to the evangelical teenag—
ers killed in the sanctuary of their
Fort Worth Baptist Church. Mary

Lou Wallner, a mother whose les—
bian daughter committed suicide,
will join other guests in describing
the effects of "hate speech"in their
lives and in the lives of their fami—
lies.
Falwell, White and the 400 del—
_ egates are expected to take a united
stand against careless words that
lead to suffering and death. They
will invite others to 30m in that
pledge.
Mel White and his life—partner,
Gary Nixon, are co—Founders of
Soulforce, Inc., an ecumenical, in—
terfaith network of people offaith
committed to the principles of non—
violence as taught by Jesus,
Gandhi, and Martin Luther King,
Jr.
;
The 200 members —of their
Soulforce "Journey to Lynehburv
will conduct a memorial service
and candlelight vigil 7 p.m. Friday
evening, Oct.22, at their temporary
Soulforce Central (Lynchburg‘s

West Hollywood Councilman
Apologizes for Incident in Oregon Bar
WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) — City Councilman Jeffrey
— Prang issued a public apology af—
ter he was accused of "groping" a
city employee during a gay pride
gathering in Portland, Ore. —
"I drank too much and my be—
havior was not professional. ... I‘m
embarrassed by my behavior, and
I take full responsibility for my
actions," Prang said Oct. 4
Councilman Steve Martin
sought the apology, saying that the
night prior to the June 19 Portland

Gay Pride Parade, Prang and a del—
egation of West Hollywood offi—
cials, cheerleaders and the city‘s
drill team toured Portland bars to
drum up enthusiasm for the parade.
"Afterthe drill team and the
cheerleaders finished performing
for patrons at a bar called Slaugh—
ters, Jeff approached one employee
on the floor and began groping
him," Martin said. "It was totally
inappropriate. He had too much to
drink."
Prang, 36, who is a civilian em—

ployee of the Los Angeles County
Sheriff‘s Department, presented
his apology on West Hollywood‘s
local cable channel. He said he is
"taking appropriate steps to assure
that such lapses in judgment don ‘t

happen again.‘
Following the incident, the City
Council revamped the citys sexual
harassment policy to include
elected and appointed officials, and
decided to require its own mem—
bers and the city staff undergo in—
tensive training.

Library Director Receives Award After
| Controversy Over Books
NAMPA, Idaho (AP) — The
director of the city‘s library has
been recognized by an association .
as the Idaho Librarian of the
—
Year.
"I was very surprised," Karen

Ganske said after learning the
Idaho Library Association was
giving her the award. "Itreflects
well on the—dibrary staff, its pa—
trons and on the city of Nampa."
The award was given to

in the Memphis Area
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
Living Word Christian Church — 276—0577
Memphis Friends Meeting — 323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
Safe Harbor MCC — 458—0501
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 276—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
Published as a public service by the Triangle Journal News.
&
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First Christian Church on
Rivermont Avenue). On Saturday
morning, Oct. 23, from 8—12 they
will participate in advanced train—
ing in nonviolence.
Besides meeting with Jerry
Falwell and his allies, the
Soulforce delegation is contribut—
ing $20,000 to Habitat for Human—
ity in Lynchburg and 1,000 cans
and packages of food to Lynchburg
food banks. The delegates from 30
states will spend Saturday after—
noon picking up trash on a section
of Rivermont Avenue adopted by
their hosts.
On Sunday they will worship
with Jerry Falwell at his 25,000
member Thomas Road Baptist
Church. Following the service, the
Soulforce delegates hope to take
their new friends from Falwell‘s
church to lunch in restaurants
across Lynchburg.
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Ganske after a trying year at the
Nampa Public Library, which in—
cluded a controversy surrounding
two children‘s books dealing
with the issue of homosexual par—
ents..
The debateover the books
settled somewhat in August after
City Council members voted 3—1
to restrict $50,000 in book pro—
curement funds until the library
installed Internet filters and de—
veloped a plan to better serve the
community.
"We‘re still working for a so—
lution on that, but I think this is
a great honor for her," said Coun—
cilman Tom Dale, who voted to
restrict funding. "Nampa has
some of the best employees in the
state."
Ganske was selected by an
awards committee that collected
nominations and supporting let—
ters. She said she will not know
who nominated her or wrote let
ters of support until the comnnt
tee sends her more informatiot

Judge Rules Student Gay Group Can
By Lubna Khan
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —A
federal judge has ruled that stu—
dents who tried to create a homo—
sexual support group at East High
School can have their day in court.
The Salt Lake City School Dis—
trict adopted a ban in 1996 on stu—
dent clubs that weren‘t related to
academics. The move came after a
group of students tried to form a
school—sanctioned homosexual
support group.
U.S. District Court Judge Bruce

Jenkins ruled Oct. 7 that the case
could proceed under a First
Amendment claim. He heard argu—
ments in the matter April 16.
"Our clients are extremely
happy about the fact that they‘ll
have their day in court to challenge
the censorship of their free speech,"
said David Buckel, an attorney
with the New York—based Lambda
Legal Defense Fund. Buckel rep—
resented Ivy Fox and Keysha
Barnes, two members of the East
High Gay—Straight Alliance. Both
still are students at East.
Buckel called the ruling half a

It Ain‘t Happy — Texans

Have Day In

victory because Jenkins denied a
motion that the court consider sanc—
tioning the school district for a con—
tinuing violation of students‘
rights.
After the Lambda Legal De—
fense Fund and other groups sued,
the school allowed the club to ex—
ist by putting it under the umbrella
of student government.
But Buckel argued that there
was a continued violation because
the ban on nonacademic student
clubs still exists.
Stephen Clark, legal director for
the American Civil Liberties Union

Upset With

in Utah, said he was happy with the
decision, but that the group is con—
sidering appealing the decision on
continued violation. The ACLU is
one of the groups pursuing the case.
"The bottom line is these stu—
dents are in our schools. All they
want is the right to participate as
full citizens in their school commu—

WOLF
PLUMBING

nity," Clark said. ‘"‘They‘re not go—
ing to go away, they‘re not going
to be quiet."
¢
A call to Assistant Utah Attor—
ney General Dan Larsen, who rep—
resented the school board, was not
returned.
A pretrial conference has been
set for Nov.5.

RIVER
& PIPING

RESIDENTIAL

Hollywood Portraya

COMMERCIAL
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By Chris Newton
Associated Press Writer
HAPPY, Texas (AP) — It takes
a lot to get under the skin of folks
in this West Texas town. Even the
falling prices of corn and cotton
don‘t seem to rile them much.
Yet Hollywood has managed to
make this town, well, un—Happy.
The new film Happy, Texas fol—
lows the offbeat and sometimes
off—color adventures of two es—
caped convicts who get confused
for traveling beauty pageant gurus.
A farce, perhaps, but Happy
residents also point out the movie
features stereotypical Texans in big
boots dodging armadillos in the
road on their way to a gay honky—
tonk bar.
f
_ Trouble is, that‘s not Happy:
The PG—13 rated film wasn‘t made
in this town about 120 miles north
of Lubbock in the Texas Pan—
handle. And many of Happy‘s 650
residents aren‘t amused.
"If they‘re going to make a
movie about Happy, then let them
make it about the real place," said
Ed Burk, a farmer. "There is no gay
bar in Happy."
Added Jess Rutledge, also a
farmer: "I don‘t know why they
decided to name it Happy, Texas,
if it wasn‘t filmed here and it isn‘t
really about the place."
_
The Miramax film‘s credits
make that clear, thanking the resi—
dents of Happy "even though we
shot entirely on location in Peru,
California ... Sorry."
Former Academy Award nomi—
nee William H. Macy, who stars as
a hard—boiled county sheriff expe—
riencing a sexual identity crisis,
said the film wasn‘t intended to
poke fun at small—town Texas.
"The script made me literally
laugh out loud," Macy said. "It‘s a
great story, a worthwhile story with
real humanity and a genuine love
for all the characters. It could‘ve
so easily been cliched in that mean—
spirited way so many movies are
now, with cardboard—cutout stereo—
types. It could‘ve made fun of
people, but it didn‘t."

Court

REPAIRS
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Actor William H. Macy is shown in this photo from the production of the
motion picture Happy, Texas. West Texas residents aren‘t pleased with
the new movie which showcases stereotypical Texans dodging armadillos
in the road and hanging out in a gay honky—tonk. The movie, which takes
its title from the Texas panhandle town of Happy, was filmed on location
in Peru, Calif. (AP Photo/Miramax, Dina Khouri)
The decision to set the story in
subject of an ice cream commer—
Happy was no accident.
cial and is constantly swamped
Co—writer Ed Stone worked as
with letters from schoolchildren
a disc jockey in a town not far from
who want to know about the town.
Happy when he was in his 20s. He
City secretary Patricia Sims said
said even then, his jokes about the _ she and other officialsvoted to give
town‘s annual "Miss Happy"
the film‘s producers permission to
beauty pageant raised tempers.
use the town‘s name. At the time,
"Like most every small town in
however, they didn‘ t know the plot.
Texas, Happy‘s citizens were just
‘"We have requests like this all
mad when it came to beauty pag—
the time, and we grant most of them
eants," Stone said. "As a disc
because we want people to know
jockey from another part of the
about our wonderful town," Mrs.
world, I‘d sometimes go on the air
Sims said.
and poke alittle fun at this obses—
"It‘s our hope that the movie
sion with pageants and you
doesn‘t make people think badly
wouldn‘t believe the angry calls
about a place that is really wonder—
that came in." _
ful. I haven‘t seen it and I don‘t
People in Happy, so named be—
think most folks around here have
cause pioneers whoran out of wa—
seen it, but it doesn‘t sound like
ter—were delighted to find a creek
anything that could happen here."
here, certainly appear to take their
Rutledge, the farmer, agreed.
happiness seriously. The city sits
"They could‘ve named it any—
behind a giant billboard proclaim—
thing," he said. "Way it sounds,:
ing it the "town without a frown."
maybe they should have named it
This is not the first time Happy
Lubbock or even Dallas."
has been in the spotlight. It was the

As other denominations
tell you "No,"

f

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"
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An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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Developers

Plan

Retirement Communities for Aging Gays,

place that does not assume that. In police raid sparked what many say
fact, it assumes that old people can is the beginning of the modern gay
be attracted to old people of the rights movement.
same gender."
Other entrepreneurs across the
BOSTON.(AP) — Targeting an
Kaelber‘s group is working with country also have begun thinking
older generation open about its
a real estate development company about how the gay and lesbian baby
sexuality and thinking about its
to locate a site and investors for a boomers pushing into their 50s will
golden years, some developers are
100—unit, mixed—income assisted want to spend their retirement
looking to build gay—friendly retire—
living facility.
years.
ment communities.
Current optionsfor gay— and les—
"I‘m looking for the active re—
"We want to create something
bian—themed retirement housing tirement market," said Peter
that mirrors the life they‘re living
consist primarily of a handful of Lundberg ofSan Francisco, who is
now," said Boston real estate agent
trying to round up capital to build
John Goode, part of a group plan—— mobile home parks and small —re—
sorts—in Florida and Arizona:
a gay retirement community in
ning an urban homosexual retire—
Goode‘s group of seven partners California. "It‘s essentially a Sun
ment community in Boston.
wants. to build a 75— to 100—unit City for gays and lesbians, without
In generations past, societal
retirement community somewhere the golf course."
pressures forced many gays and
in urban Boston. They have com—
Gay retirement housing options
lesbians to keep their sexual orien—
pleted a feasibility study they say will likely increase dramatically in
tations under wraps. Today, devel—
shows many older gays and lesbi— the coming years, said Laura
opers think those who helped pave
ans are interested in living in such Connolly, who chairs the Lesbian
the way for vibrant gay communi—
a community.
and Gay Aging Issues Network for
ties will want to continue living in
"The idea of community to us the San Francisco—based American
gay communities after retirement.
is very important because we‘ve Society on Aging.
"In the mainstream aging com—
had —to create our own from the
"I think it will grow over the
munity, there is the assumption that
1970s on," Goode said.
years,” she said. "They will be in a
everyone is straight," said Terry
The project, called Stonewall ~variety of configurations, from the
Kaelber, executive director of the
New York—based Seniors Active in Communities, is named after a gay more affordable trailer park options
a Gay Environment. "We have a bar in New York City where a 1969 on up to the more upscale and ex—
pensive models."
Goode‘s group, which hopes to
gather financing, locate a site and
begin construction in the next sev—
HOME
eral years, wants to stress urbanity
Ck
IMPROVEMENTS
with its project.
"What distinguishes Stonewall
carpentry, licensed electrical,
Communities is that we want to live
ceramic tile,
in the city," said David Aronstein,
drywall, painting, plumbmg,
one of Goode‘s partners. ‘"We‘re of
20 yrs. exp., ins.,
the mind that not everybody wants
All work guaranteed
to live in the Sun Belt."
The community would include
Free Estimates.
amenities such as a wellness cen—
Call J. Michael Barnard
ter, gardens, a restaurant and a busi—
4
By Tom Kirchofer
Associated Press Writer
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Lesbians

ness center for people who want to on the outskirts ofmajor metropoli—
continue doing some kind of work tan
areas.
after they retire.
"I
think that people would
Lundberg said he ultimately like tojustbe with
their own kind," he
would like to build resort—like com— said.
munities — called "Our Town" —
Former Anita Bryant
Home Sold to Owner of
Truck Company
BERRYVILLE, Ark. (AP) _ tween Berryville and Green Forest,
The former Arkansas home of sits on 50 acres andincludes a
singer Anita Bryant was sold at a 4,438—square—foot residence, a two—
weekend auction for $334,750 to bedroom guest house and a small
the owner of a trucking company. mountaintop log house.
Ms. Bryant declared bankruptcy Riddle said he and his wife al—
two years ago, listing debts of$2.3 ready live in a new home but are
million. Friends of hers, Jim and leaning toward making the Bryant
Marlene Mock of— Branson, Mo., house their main residence. Riddle
who had loaned her some money, said Ms. Bryant‘s connection to the
bought her home a year ago at a property was not a factor for him
foreclosure auction for a half—mil— in buying the house.
lion dollars. —
"Anita Bryant had nothing to do
The Mocks, who opened the with it," he said. ‘"We like the feel.
— Anita Bryant Theater in Branson, It‘s got the serenity there that‘s
where Ms. Bryant sang until 1997, hard to find in very many places."
sold the home at auction Saturday The house features a 6—foot—
to Tom Riddle, owner of a Green deep hot tub entered by a swim—
Forest trucking company.
ming pool—type ladder. Riddle
The 1959 Miss Oklahoma is joked that he "might have to call
best known for her singing in Randy‘s Towing to get me out."
Florida orange juice commercials Riddle plans to use the guest
in the 1970s and her successful house for his mother—in—law. He
campaign to repeal a gay rights or— said his wife does interior design
~dinance in Florida‘s Dade County. work and will handle the renova—
"Paper Roses" was her hit song. tion.
The property in Arkansas, be—
Four Transvestites Killed
in Brazilian City
to provide further
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) She declined
of the case, saying it was
— Police arrested two security details
still under investigation. But she
guards suspected of killing trans— added
she did not think the suspects
vestite prostitutes in a city in north— were. involved
in Oct. 3 killing of
eastern Brazil, officials said Oct. 8 two
transvestites. Police have no
Four transvestite prostitutes suspects
in that killing.
were killed during the previous six Homosexual
claim
days in Recife, a coastal city 1,200 Pernambuco stateadvocates
second—
miles northeast of Rio de Janeiro, highest number ofhasgaythekillings
in
officials said.
Brazil,
a
statistic
da
Silva
disputed.
The suspects were arrested in
however, said 14 people
connection with the killing of two Police,
killed because of their sexual
prostitutes in the working class were
last year in Pernambuco
neighborhood ofTamarineira, said orientation
state.
a Pernambuco state police official,
Marta Suelene da Silva.

MONTHLY MEETING
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RamBow
In a snuggly sweater with all the
colors of the rainbow, as well as
a cap bearing the red ribbon of
AIDS awareness, an endearing
little cub offers warmths and
encouragement. "Cubby‘s
Rainbow" is Christopher
Radko‘s seventh annual
ornament whose profits
will be donated to
organizations that
provide AIDS
Drar To My HrEartr!
education,
research
In a colorful heart—shaped
and care.
costume festooned with ribbons,
a lovelylittle clown spreads good
cheer among the young and all
those who hold them dear.
"Dear To My Heart" is
Christopher Radko‘s sixth
annual ornament whose profits

1CHRISTMAS & COLLECTIBLES
SHOP
In the National Historic Registered home, known as Allen House,
built in 1913. Home for the Holidays is the only year—round
Christmas Store in the Memphis area — in old Cordova,
8504 Macon Rd. Owners Karin & Rick Nelson invite you
~ to step in and enjoy the wonder of the holiday season.
Special ordering, layaway, gift certificates and gift wrapping available.

will be donated to organizations —
that seek a cure for cancer in
children.
Come see "Cubby‘s Rainbow," "Dear To My Heart" and ourentire
assortment of ornaments from Christopher Radko‘s amazing 1999
collection. Radiant with color and aglowfrom within, these ornaments
are more than holiday decorations. They are works of heart!

Christopheri’s on the Web!
www. christopherradko.com

Christopher Radko Ornaments * Polonaise * Dept. 56
Fontanini * Barcana Trees * Steinbach Nutcrackers
Possible Dreams Santas ® Seraphim Angels ® Aromatique
Open Tues. — Sat. 10:30—5 « Sunday 1—5 « Closed Monday
Major Credit Cards Accepted

8504 MACON ROAD, CORDOVA
reprehensible. I think an apology
is owed by the councilman to the
community."
Paczkowski said he turned in
Foes File for
583 signatures. The city has nine
days to verify petition signatures,
Repeal of
— Said acting city clerk Chris Hnatiw.

Gay Rights
Talent Search
Commences For
St. Louis Pridefest 2000

Rights Law |
Pride St. Louis, Inc. is beginning the process of building its
entertainment line—up for PrideFest 2000. All styles of entertain—
ment are being sought. Of particular interest are bands, singers
and comedians.
s
Interested parties should submit media packets and demo CDs,
videos and tapes to Pride St. Louis, Inc., P.O.Box 2826, St. Louis,
MoO 63111.
Deadline for submission is Fri., Nov. 15, 1999. Submissions
become the sole property of Pride St. Louis, Inc. Please mark —
front of envelope: "Attn: Entertainment Director." For more in—
formation, contact (314) 772—8888, or www.pridesaintlouis.com.
St. Louis PrideFest is the city‘s annual celebration for the les—
bian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, and straight allied community.
PrideFest 2000 will be celebrating its 21st year in St. Louis and
will be held on Sat., June 24 and Sun., June 25, 2000 in Tower
Grove Park. Attendance for this summer‘s festival was approxi—
mately 35,000. There was a wide variety of musical styles ema—
nating from the stage this year: jazz, disco, alternative, R & B, and
country western.
Artists and guest speakers from all over the country as well as
local notables participated: Chic, Girls with Guitars, The Gateway
Men‘s Chorus, CHARIS, PMS, Sandra Valls, Denise Thimes,
Livid, Carol Plunk, Stonewall Veteran Jeremiah Newton, activist
Leslie Sadasivan, St. Louis Mayor Harmon, David Alan Mors,
Petra Luna, Corday, Dave Hall and the Corridors, Magdalen Hsu—
Li, Suzanne Westenhoefer, Armistead Maupin, Kathy Sledge and
Ce Ce Peniston.
"Our search for up—and—coming as well as established artists is
never ending," said Entertainment Coordinator Rolf Rathmann,
"We look to continue our long tradition of bringing diverse enter—
tainment to one of the premier PrideFests in the nation."
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FERNDALE, Mich. (AP) —
Opponents of a human rights ordi—
nance that protects gays against
discrimination in this Detroit sub—
urb have filed petitions for a pub—
lic vote on its repeal.
City Councilman Robert
Paczkowski led the drive to circu—
late the petitions, which were sub—
mitted to the city clerk‘s office Oct.
18.
The ordinance bans discrimina—
tion by employers and landlords
based on a person‘s sexual orien—
tation, disability, race, national ori—
gin, gender, color or marital status.
The City Council passed it 4—1 on
Sept. 13.
"Sexual orientation does not
belong in a city ordinance,"
Paczkowski told The Daily Tribune
of Royal Oak. "It‘s not the Ameri—
can way."
A similar ordinance was re—
jected by 63 percent of Ferndale
voters in 1991.
"I very disappointed there is an
effort to repeal this ordinance," said
Ken Warnock, head of the commit—
tee that drafted the law. "I think it‘s

755—5554

If 478 signatures are certified as
valid, the City Council must either
rescind the measure or put it on a
city ballot.
Meanwhile, the law would be
suspended until the public vote.

GOP Drops Hate Crimes Expansmn From Spending Bill |
By

crossing of state lines, and allow

Hatch s measure would have
second, stronger version supported
overall measure because of dis—
expanded federal jurisdiction to federal aid to state and local au—
by
the
Clinton
administration.
putes over hiring police officers
hate crimes committed after the thorities prosecuting hate crimes.
Both were omitted.
and other issues. But the White
The second version was spon—
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi— House seems unlikely to demand a
sored
by Sens. Edward Kennedy,
restoration
of
the
hate—crimes
lan—
dent Clinton asked high schoolstu—
D—Mass.,
Arlen Specter, R—Pa., and
dents Oct. 19 to support expanded guage as a condition for signing the
Are you living with HIV/AIDS —
about
three
dozen other Democrats
federal civil rights protections for measure, said Democrats who —
homosexuals, despite Republican spoke on condition of anonymity.. and moderate Republicans.
and need help?
It would have added the new
And with Congress hoping to
opposition that leaveslittle chance
categories of victims to race, color,
Now
Congress will broaden the hate adjourn for the year in a few weeks,
religion or national origin, which
that
leaves
little
time
or
leverage
crimes law this year.
are already covered by hate—crimes
"Last night the Republicans ... for supporters to push the measure
law. It would also expand it to —
through
the
House
and
Senate.
tried to kill this bill when we
cover
any incident related to inter—
"Today‘s action showed a cal—
weren‘t watching, but now we‘re
state
commerce,
such as use of a
watching this morning," Clinton lous disregard for hate crime vic—
gun made in another state.
tims
and
their
families,"
said
told a group of several hundred stu—
Currently, the federal govern—
— dents in Washington for an anti— Elizabeth Birch, executive director
ment can prosecute hate—motivated
of the Human Rights Campaign, a
violence conference.
violence if the victim was on fed—
"I want you also to speak up for gay—rights political group.
eral property or engaged in a fed—
The
House
version
of
the
spend—
that," Clinton said.
erally protected activity such as
On Oct. 18, House—Senate bar— ing bill did not contain the hate—
going to school.
gainers, dominated by Congress‘ crimes expansion. |
Citing a spate of highly publi—
Critics
of
proposals
to
expand
majority Republicans, completed a
cized
killings, Kennedy said, "We
—
the
scope
of
hate—crimes
laws
_
in—
compromise measure financing the
must stop acting as if somehow this
cluding
many
conservatives
_
have
Commerce, Justice and State defundamental issue is just a state and
said such legislation creates special
partments.
local problem. It isn‘t. It‘s a na—
It omitted langguage approved by classes of citizens who are already
tional problem, and it‘s an outrage
protected
by
state
laws
against
vio—
the Senate in July that would have
that Congress hasbeen missing in
widened the definition of federal lence. —
Gregg said the issue was — action for so long."
hate crimes to include incidents
Momentum for the legislation
motivated by a victim‘s sexual ori— dropped because it should be con—
had
grown after the dragging death
sidered
by
Congress‘
Judiciary
entation, gender or disability.
y
of
a
black man in Texas, the fatal
committees.
He
also
said
it
had
"That was one elephant too
beating
of
a
gay
college
student
in
(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS)
_ much for this boa constrictor," Sen.. become "extremely complex" to
Judd Gregg, R—N.H., said ofthe resolvedifferences between two =~ Wyoming and the July shooting
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
spree in Illinois and Indiana by a —
__spending bill and its wide—ranging hate—crimes bills that were included
man police said was a member of a
in the spending measure: one by
provisions.
white supremacist group.
~Clinton is likely to veto the Sen. Orrin Hatch, R—Utah, and a

AlanFram
Associated Press Writer

there’s an answer.

Family Services of the Mid—South has been
awarded a grant to provide a variety of ser—
. vices to help people with HIV/AIDS improve
their lives.
You may be eligible for:
* Case Management
* Housing Placement
* Support groups for individuals,
partners, family members
* Individual and family counseling
* Resource Identification
* Emergency assistance for food,
.
rent, medicine, utilities. _
If you‘d like moreinformation on these free
services, call 452—6208 and ask for information
ss
about HOPWA

U.S. Airways Latest Airline to Approve
~Same—sex Benefits
their costs jump by adding the ben— including health insurance, to part—
efits, he said. In fact, because ben— ners of employees and retirees na—
efits to same—sex partners are tionwide beginning next May.
_"These policies make good
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) —For considered taxable income, many:
business
sense," said Kim Mills,
employees.
may
not
sign
up,
he
homosexuals, the friendly skies
spokeswoman for the Human
said.
have never been friendlier.
One of the fears of cost in— Rights Campaign, which says
Within three weeks this sum—
creases
has come from the notion about 2,800 companies across the
mer, three major airlines an—
nounced they would offer benefits that health insurance premiums country have implemented same—
would jump if employees‘ partners sex benefits policies.
to same—sex partners of gay and
. "In a labor market where unem— .—
with HIV or AIDS had to be cov—
lesbian employees. Just like that,
ployment
is running at about four
ered,
Kincaid
said.
In
fact,
same—
the airline industry became one of
sex benefits may be inexpensive percent, it‘s hard for companies to
the most visible business sectors to
because they generally will not attract and keep good employees,"
offer benefits to gays, a demo—
have to cover the costs of troubled she said.
graphic known for its spending loy—
The Human Rights Campaign is
pregnancies or children, Kincaid _
alty.
= discussing same—sex policies with
United Airlines began the rush said.
. "Most companies have found other airlines, including Continen— _
on July 30, American Airlines fol—
that it‘s a much lower impact than tal, Delta, Southwest and North—
lowed Aug. 5 and US Airways
west, Mills said.
what was expected," he said.
joined the movement on Aug. 9.
But not everyone is pleased with
Despite
the
good
will
the
air—
The policies are expected to raise
lines hope the policies will engen— the changes.
costs for the airlines, but it‘s diffi—
‘"We feel like it‘s a continuing
der among gay travelers, the rush
cult to say by how much.
US Airways, based in Arlmg- to add benefits came about largely attack on the traditional family,"
said Herb Hollinger, spokesman for
because of a court decision.
ton, hasno timetable for imple—
In July, a federal judge in San Southern Baptist Convention.
menting the change and is
The Baptists have been among
discussing the scope of the benefits — Francisco ordered Chicago—based —
United,the nation‘s largest airline, the loudest critics of same—sex ben—
with laborleaders, he said.
to provide travel privileges, be— efits policies. Church leaders urged
American, based in Fort Worth,
reavement leave and medical leave their 15 million membersin 1997
Texas, expects to have the benefits
to both same—sex couples and un— to boycott the Walt Disney Co.
in place by spring 2000, spokesman
married
heterosexuals living to— . when Disney announced a similar
Tim Kincaid said.Beyond that, it‘s
gether to comply with aSan policy.
impossible to estimate a cost be—
Even so, Hollmgersaid the BapFrancisco ordinance.
_
causethe airline has no idea how
Hours after an appeals court tists have called torno boycotts of
many employees are gay and how
upheld that ruling, United an— the airlines.
many will sign up, hesaid.
Other companies have not seen nounced it would offer all benefits,
By Paul Tolme
Associated Press Writer

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104
(901) 272—2853
You can get all your floral needs
met here at Lavender Earth.
Open House — Sunday —
November 12st, 1pm — 4pm
Come join the fun and eat wonderfully
hand prepared foods.
If your friends have not told you about our
open house, they may be trying to save
all the food for themselves! Don‘t let them!

personal attention
you get from Lavender Earth.
Youdeserve the

Tues—Sat
10am—6pm
Visa/MC/Disc/AE
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A Tradition

Revisited:

Miss Gay

by Vincent Astor
word passed though the grapevine
that there was to be another pag— —
"Drag two
Queen"
eant. It was tobe held at the Guild —
Those
wordscanconjureup
Art Theatre, then operated by Bill
conversation
in anygrouproom,ofpeople.
contro— Belvedere
Kendall, at the corner of Poplar and
versy
among
any
in Midtown. It was the
Some
analyze
and
psychoanalyze
most discussed event of the year,
— aspire
and othersjustsay
"psycho."
Some even eclipsing the riots that had
to
be
transsexual
and—others
taken place in June at a little dump
just
do
i
t
for
fun.
Some
live
as
called the Stonewall Inn in New —
wannabeandwomen,
othersspend
lots York (which, not really by coinci—
oftime
effortonly
forHallow—
dence, had contained several drag
een.
For
some,
a
drag
queen
at
queens). "But, honey, this is Mem—
Pride
ruins
the
whole
event;
for
phis!" "They‘ll never let you get
others, thetodofund—raising
first person to should
be ap— away with it!" "So what, we‘ll be
proached
out ofjail in an hour." "If you‘ll
bederstand
a dragandqueen.
Some
don‘t
un—
—~do— ft. 4
willtheneverunderstand.
will." The
Others
will
give
drags
apromi—
c 0 ur a —
nent place in the fight for
geous pre—

Memphis — 30 Years

the judges hurled a silver tray at the
Smith, the mistress of ceremonies.
lesbian community.
The brough—ha—ha which followed
Jo Anne Badey became the first floor. Controversy again arose and
is remembered clearly by many
black MissGay Memphis for 1975. Kirby Kincaid held title for two
even 30 years later.
The next pageant was advertised in years. The pageant was held for
Many Memphis activists have
Gaiety newspaper and held in the 1993 at G. Bellington Rumples, a
been proud of the 1980 Southeast— Xanadu ballroom next to the 19th former movie theatre at Idlewild
‘ern Conference of Lesbians and Century Club. Tiffany Blair was and Madison, when Amber Starr
Gay Men which made a gay place crowned for 1976 and the costume was crowned.
The ownership again became
out of the Holiday Inn Rivermont competition was won by an un—
(now the Rivermark): Miss Mem—
known drag named Miss Endora contested and the pageant was not
phis had preceded them by nine
who paraded down the runway as held again until Nov. 1, 1997.
years. The biggest pageant ever Marie Antoinette. She later became Lorretta Williams, still performing
was held in Holiday Hall at the notorious, and it was she who later and now custodian of the pageant,
‘Rivermont, still watched from a set down the definitive history of held it at a bar called C.O.A.D.
distance by the vice squad. A docu—
Miss Gay Memphis. The writer still (Come Out After Dark) in a much—
mentary film was made of the event has the dress used to win that con— used location currently occupied by
Lorenz. Several former winners of
(w hich
test. .
still exists
Of all places, the Frayser VF W the title performed, the largest such
in 16mm
hosted Miss Gay Memphis for reunion in all the years the pageant
human
and a few
1977. By now, a lot of creativity has existed. Simply Vonna
rights. So who wins?
videotape
was
being used. Posters were. Valentino was crowned that year
vailed.
The glittering world of female
copies)
silkscreened and each year saw a for 1998. Bill Kendall, one of the
Specta—
impersonation has survived genera— — 1Ots and
and every—
new logo and program concept. founders, sat as a judge and
tions of detractors from within and partici—
one. who That year, the program contained Lorretta‘s trophy and crown from
without —the gay/lesbian commu— _ pants ar—
attended
a drag queen paperdoll complete — 1971 were displayed next to the
nity; it is difficult to imagine a rived that
can still
with costume changes. Laura Lee venerable 1973 plaque, newly re— —
drag—less Memphis. In its own way, night to
remember Lovewas crowned that year and a vised and kept by the Memphis
Miss Gay Memphis (the grand— see many
it clearly.
minor war resulted. Passions were Gay and Lesbian Community
mother of all local pageants) has police and
There was hotconcerning the choice for Miss — Center‘s Archive.
The pageant was held at Club
been as much a source of gay pride vice squad
not even
Memphis. Attendance had dropped
and the fight to be ourselves as any— cars all
standing off, however; gay/lesbian Memphis 501 by Lorretta for 1999 and
thing which followed.
r 0 o —m . just wasn‘t yet ready for a foray Tanesha Dupree Star was crowned.
around the —
The story goes like this:
\ G u i 1 d
Many of into Frayser.
In 1968, Dennis Belski, known (now Cir—
the. hotel
George‘s on Madison was the
to his friends as Melina, shared a cuit Play—
staff came site of the next two pageants with
big old stone house on Waldran house).
to watch;
Rachelle Fontaine winning for
Street with several other men. The This did Amber Starr
they ex—
1978 and Veronica York for 1979.
house, built by the Lowenstein _ not deter
pee ted. Peri Silvona was the first Miss Gay
family and a former address of the the glittering contestantsfrom en— vulgarity and got glamour.
Memphis to be crowned at the
Beethoven Club, was to be the site tering the theatre and performing
Lilly Christine Arnold, Rikki
Marshall Street location of
of a party like no one had ever the very first gay drag show in a Rivera Morgan, Loretta Morton
George‘s for 1980.
seen...a masked ball. Set for Hal— public place in the heart of mid— _and Diana performed. Goldie Wil—
The event moved to 10 North
loween night, invitations were sent town Memphis. The large group liams was proclaimed Miss Mem—
Cleveland, at Cleveland and Madi—
to everyone who was anyone in applauded wildly when Miss — phis in 1971; her true stage name son, when Shari Turner was
Memphis...and gay. Costumes Candace Cagle was crowned Miss (Lorretta) was not used to avoid crowned for 1981. Vivian Blake
abounded and many, under cover Memphis by Miss Woo and re confusion. (Loretta Morton won a — won the 1982 title at the same lo—
of Halloween, came dressed as ceived an enormous, overdone tro— title the same year, Miss Cotton
cation after which it relocated to —
women, the only occasion when phy and tiara. The presence of a Carnival, given at the old Holiday
George‘s on Marshall. Brandy
anyone would have dared.
Alexander was crowned Miss Gay
number or RGs (real girls) and the. Inn Dinner Theatre, which has been
Memphis was a different place holiday (remember, it was Hallow: mistaken for Miss Memphis.)
Memphis for 1983 and a furious
then; an anti—cross dressing ordi— een) plus the very large number of
Belles Ltd. gave over the pag—
alternate crowned one of the judges
nance was enforceable, though people produced confusion among eant in 1972 to the Queen‘s Men, a with the plaque, now grown heavy
vaudeville audiences had laughed the waiting police. No one was ar— group founded and chartered in the
with 13 recipients. Tbe next two
at acts like male impersonator rested and Memphis was changed — previous year to emulate the gay
pageants were held at the Pendu—
Marie Hinkle as far back as the: forever.
Mardi Gras krewes in New Or—
Ium on Avalon near Madison.
CanaceCag/e
1890s. Gay and lesbian people
Roxie Bleu won for 1984 and
The definition of glamour has leans. Most of their events were
This year, on Oct. 29—30, Miss
were still meeting one another in changed in~30 years, and the pag— held during Cotton Carnival in the Tammika St. John won for 1985
small, slightly shabby bars and eant lineup of Memphis‘ most spring, but Miss Memphis re—
and Sable Starr was crowned back Gay Memphis for 2000 will be cho—
lived in constant fear of discovery. glamorous would sharply contrast mained on Halloween. 1972‘s pag—
at the American Legion Hall down— sen at Crossroads. Lorretta Will—
This night was to be different. with such a pageant today. Clothes eant returned to the Guild and town for 1986. This was the last iams will organize the pageant and
Astereo was produced and several were custom—made (many times Rebecca Collinger was crowned.
pageant under the aupices of the the artifacts will be displayed to
The following year, the pageant Queen‘s Men. The title passed into honor all of theparticipants since
of the guests performed. Contes— covertly) and it was the 60s. The
tants appeared and were judged, the late Jerry (Candace) Cagle remem— became more formalized and be—
private ownership and Raquel 1969, the first public pageant. It:
presence of a grand staircase be— bered that, "I was used to living in gan to travel to non—gay venues.
Collins won for 1987. She held the remains a Halloween event though
ing a definite asset. The spectators © more open places. Back then, there The word "gay" appeared in the
title for three years due to contro— the guise of Halloween is no longer
were breathless as Miss Térri Woo was no [same—sex] dancing and no title for the first time and a plaque
versy following the event. It was necessary.
The writer takes great pride in
was judged fairest of the fairies and one could get up in drag.It was a listing all of the winners was ob—
revived by Stewart Enterprises as
his
years as a drag performer and
proclaimed Miss Gay Memphis.
a benefit for Friends For Life (then
case of, if you‘ll do it, I will. And tained. The dating system was re—
_
As the riotous party continued, we did." —But having done it once, vised to entitle the winner for the called ATEAC) and Vanessa in the number of benefits in which
Bill Kendall, Edd Smith, Tom there was nothing but to do it again. year following the pageant (as in
Vogue won the revived title for s/he participated. This account is,
Green, Dennis Belski and several
1990 at Reflections (the same lo— as always, offered in tribute to
— The next year 1970, the contest — Miss America and other major RG
those who paved the way toward
others sat around the kitchen table took place at a bar called the Hunt pageants) and has therefore con—
cation as the Pendulum).
and discussed the year to come. on Jackson Ave. It caused a great fused everyone who has tried to list
Kirby Kincaid received the ven— freedom with sequins.
I noted the 20th anniversary
The careers of many performers of deal of controversy (which was to the winners to this day, Michelle erable crown from Vanessa for:
long duration, such as Rikki become almost a tradition itself) Marie Hays was crowned Miss Gay
1991 and the restored plaque was year ofthis grandmother ofall pag—
Rivera, Lilly Christine and Melina when the entire audience expected Memphis for 1974. The pageant updated with both natural and stage eants in 1989 by interviewing many
were about to begin. That night, a Diana, the first black performer to was held at the American Legion
names of all the titleholders since of the participants in its founding
group called Belles Ltd. was participate to be crowned. The Post #1. downtown—for a decade ‘1969. Some traditions, however, and history. It was agreed that,
formed.
judges, in a surprise move, be— the site of balls, pageants and refuse to die. At the pageant for . though all the stories have not been
As October 1969 approached stowed the crown on Eddwina dances organized by the gay and
1990, a performer passed over by told here, the events actually hap—
#
pened in the way here recorded.
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A Handy 4—Page Pull—Out Reference
to Bars, Restaurants and Other
Mid—South Resources
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The TriangleJournal Calendar of Events
OCTOBER—NOVEMBER
Saturday23 f
October
* High
Heels7pm& High Hats,
Amnesia,
* Women,
WellspringsShelby
Festival
for —
Forest,
578—3286
Sunday24
October
CHURCH
SERVICES
—
Holy
Trinity
CC
Adult
Sunday
WorshipSchool
11am; 9:30,
Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Cntr Cv, 5:45pm

MondayOctober 25
* Womin Celebrating
Womin, Fully Alive, Call
6:15pm —
* Mphs. Pride Annual
Membership Mtg., First
Congo., 7pm, 327—7433

Livmg
Word Christian Church
Services 10am & 6pm;
Safe Harbor MCC
Worship Service 11am
* Wellsprings Festival for
Women, Shelby Forest,
578—3286
* Cut—a—thon, Dabbles,
1pm
* Bros. & Sisters Bowling,

*
—
—

*

Tuesday
October 26
Integrity Board Meet—
ing, Calvary Episcopsal,
102 N. 2nd St., 6:30pm
Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support Group,
YWCA, 766 Highland,
7pm, 327—7433
BGALA, UC Delta
Lounge, 7:30pm, 678—
5719 x 5719

HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 Poplar:
PH: (901) 726—5263

mull

< E8528

Cooper rams N 38104
Nan Lemons 272.2853 Pat Crawford

Wednesday
October 27
* Holy Trinity CC, Bible
— Study, 7pm
* Living Word Christian
Church, Service, 7pm

Thursday
October 28
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Prescott Mem. Bapt.
Church (Call 272—2116
or 325—6518 for times)

Friday
October 29
* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by Now,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Fabulous Bodies Amne—
sia
* Miss Gay Memphis,
Crossroads
* Friends for Life Benefit
Show, Lorenz
Saturday
October 30
* Miss Mess Memphis
Pageant, Amnesia
* Miss Gay Memphis,
Crossroads
* Jungle Room, live, En

The
Grove
Pipeline Goes Hollywood,
Pipeline
Sunday
October 31
Halloween
Daylight Savings Time
Ends
* CHURCH SERVICES —
Holy Trinity CC Adult
Sunday School 9:30,
Worship 1am; Living
Word Christian Church
Services 10am & 6pm:
Safe Harbor MCC

Worship Service 11am
Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Cntr Cv, 5:45pm
* Miss Mess Memphis
Pageant, Amnesia
— Backstreet Witch.
Project, Backstreet
* Costume Party, Cross—
roads
«Costume Contest,
Lorenz, 6pm
— Hetti McDaniels &
Friends Show, Madison
Flame

f

Monday
November 1
* Feast for Friends Din—
ner, St. John‘s Method—
ist, 6:30pm _
+ Monday Night Jams, In
The Grove, 8:30pm

_ Church, (Call 272—2116
—or 325—6518 for times)
+_PFLAG, St. John‘s
Epscpl. Church, 7pm,
_ 761—1444
*Hudson and Saleeby, In
4 The Grove, 8:30pm

*

*

+
:

Friday
November 5
"Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
Catholic Mass with
Special Invitation to
Gays & Lesbians, St.
Patrick‘s Catholic
Church, 7pm
Junkyard Men, In The
Grove, 9:30pm
Eureka Springs Diversity
Celebration (See ad,
page 34)

_ Tuesday
November 2
*‘ Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support Group,
YWCA, 766 Highland,
7pm, 754—4356
* LGCJ , Main Library,
Mtg. Rm. B, 7pm
— BGALA, Dinner, 7:30pm,
678—5719
. Wednesday
November 3
* Holy Trinity CC, Bible
Study, 7pm
* Living Word Christian
Church, Service, 7pm
+ HIV/AIDS Support

Group, Jonesboro, 7pm
* Teresa Pate Combo, In
The Grove, 8:30pm

The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174
. (901) 324—GAYS

Thursday
Space donated as a public
November 4
service of the
Triangle Journal News.
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Prescott Mem. Bapt.
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2117

Peabody

901—278—0073

» 901—458—9955
2865 Walnut Grove Road
— Romeo, Romeo, Emerald
Theatre Company |
»

Saturday
November 6

— Four Brothers, In The
Grove, 9:30pm
* MGLCC KickBall Tourna—
ment, Tobey Field at
Central & Hollywood,
10am—4pm (See ad, page:
33)
* Eureka Springs Diversity
Celebration (See ad,
page 34)
« Romeo, Romeo, Emerald
Theatre Company
Sunday
November 7
* CHURCH SERVICES —
Holy Trinity CC Adult
Sunday School 9:30,
Worship 11am; Living
Word Christian Church
Services 10am & 6pm;
Safe Harbor MCC
Worship Service 11am
Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Cntr Cv, 5:45pm
* MGLCC Community
Meeting, First Congo.,
6pm
+ Eureka Springs Diversity
Celebration (See ad,
page 34)
%
+ Romeo, Romeo, Emerald
Theatre Company
—~_

Monday
November 8

* Womin Celebrating
Womin, Fully Alive, Call
323—2078, 6:15pm
+ Monday Night Jams, In
The Grove, 8:30pm

_

Cancer Support Group,
YWCA, 766 Highland,
7pm, 754—4356
* BGALA, Topic Discus—
sion, UC Delta
Lounge,7:3Opm, 678—
5719
Wednesday
November 10
* Holy Trinity CC, Bible
Study, 7pm
* Living Word Christian
Church, Service, 7pm
Wednesday
November 10
(continued)
* The Charlie Franklin
Quartet, In The Grove,
8:30pm
* The Jungle One Year
Anniversary
Thursday
November 11
Veterans Day
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Prescott Mem. Bapt.
Church, (Call 272—2116
or. 325—6518 for times)
+ NOW Mtg., YWCA, 766
S. Highland, 7pm
:
* BGALA Board Meeting,
Call for time and loca—
tion (678—5719)
* Jack Cooper Quartet, In
The Grove, 8:30pm _
Friday
November 12
* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
FM 90, 1pm
— Four Ladies, In The
Grove, 9:30pm
* Romeo, Romeo, Emerald
Theatre Company
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Journal

Beception

Saturday
November 13

Room

* Lambda Group, Jackson,
TN, Regional Hosp.,

‘Tuesday
November 9
Lesbians with Breast

Triangle

Classroom A, 2pm
+ Memphis Bears Club

Jake*s

Night, Pipeline, 10pm
* Nora Burns and Lucky

Place

Strike, In The Grove,
—9:30pm
+ Memphis United Benefit,

1268

Madison

725—1909

J—Wags, 10pm
+ Romeo, Romeo, Emerald
Theatre Company
Sunday
November14
* CHURCH SERVICES —
Holy Trinity CC Adult
Sunday School 9:30, _
Worship 11am; Living
Word Christian Church
Services 10am & 6pm:
Safe Harbor MCC —

Service, 6pm & Dinner/
Mtg., 6:45pm

N.

Main

(1311-219DQD

Memphis‘
Oldest Gay Bar

Open 24 hours

« Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support Group,
YWCA, 766 Highland,
Cordova Lanes, 7945
7pm, 754—4356
R
Club Cntr Cv, 5:45pm
* BGALA, Activity, 7:30,
* WAC Meeting, Call for
678—5719
Info. (272—3638), 7pm
Wednesday
Monday
November
17
November 15
*
Holy
Trinity
CC,
Bible
Deadline for
Study,
7pm
December‘99 TJN
* Living Word Christian
* Feast for Friends Din—
Church, Service, 7pm
ner, St. John‘s Method—
»HIV/AIDS
Support
ist, 6:30pm
Group,
Jonesboro,
7pm
+ Mphs. Pride Mtg., First
*The
Ruby
Estrada
Quar—
Congo., 7pm, 327—7433
tet, In The Grove, —
+ Monday Night Jams, In —
=~—g:30pm
The Grove, 8:30pm
— Romeo, Romeo, Emerald
Thursday
Theatre Company
November 18
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares, —
Tuesday
Prescott Mem. Bapt.
November 16
Church, (Call 272—2116
* AIDS Consortium
or 325—6518 for times)
Mtg., United Way Bldg.
*
Rene‘
Koopman and
on Union, 3pm
Friends,
In The Grove,
* Integrity, Calvary Epis—
8:30pm
:
copal, 102 N. 2nd St.,
Worship Service 11am
* Bros. & Sisters Bowling,

336

Friday
November 19
December ‘99
TJN Due Out
* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
+ Southern Country
Monthly Hoedown, Club
501
+ Live Music, In The
Grove, 9:30pm
‘Tsarus Leather Home—
coming, The Jungle,
11ipm
Saturday
November20
+ Tsarus Club Nigh‘, Pipe—
line, 10pm
* Live Music, In the
Grove, 9:30pm
Sunday
November 21
* CHURCH SERVICES —
Holy Trinity CC Adult
Sunday School 9:30,
Worship lam; Living
Word Christian Church

a
5

_The

Services 10am & 6pm;
Safe Harbor MCC
Worship Service 11am
* Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
Cordova Lanes, 7945
Club Cntr Cv, 5:45pm
* WAC Meeting, Call for
Info. (272—3638), 7pm
Monday
November 22
* Womin Celebrating
Womin, Fully Alive, Call
323—2078, 6:15pm
+ Monday Night Jams, In
the Grove, 8:30pm
—
waswsmtw

Calendar

Front

Businesses and

French Quarter Inn

6. In the Grove
7. J—Wag‘s

3rd Street

e
Holy Trinity Church o
Inz & Outz
Lambda Center
Lavender Earth
Paris Theatre
Playhouse on the Square

I
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

4th Street

f
"Danny Thomas Hivd

. Safe Harbor MCC
. Star Search Video

\.

t

as

3. Chaos
4. Crossroads
5. 501 Club

_2M’ Street

23:13?st Life

and Rest:

1: Amhjessi:
2. Backstreet

w

Botanica
. Circuit Playhouse
Dabbles

f

Clubs

‘ﬁLres
u

Other Points of Interest
«— Aloysius

Tuesday
November 23
* Integrity Board Meet—
ing, Calvary Episcopsal,
102 N. 2nd St., 6:30pm
* Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support Group,
YWCA, 766 Highland,
7pm, 327—7433
f
* BGALA, UC Delta
Lounge, 7:30pm, 678—
5719 x 5719

Events

of

JA.

|eel ae f

K.A. Karma
Lorenz
Madison Flame
N—cognito
One: More —>
P & H Cafe*
Pipeline

Wednesday
November 24
* Holy Trinity CC, Bible
Study, 7pm
* Living Word Christian
Church, Service, 7pm
* Billy Gibson Trio, In the
Grove, 8:30pm

Thpe Jungle

* Gay Supportive

Interstate #10
&:
&
p>
3

3

£
G)

Bellevue

[o
fos
%
§

7
[(D

>
&.
—

Thursday
_ November 25
Thanksgiving Day
* Lambda Group, Jackson,
TN, Regional Hospital,
Classroom A, 6pm

N. Claybrook
3
:c
&

O

I

CJ

leveland St.
G

Juridhs

MADISON
901—278—4313

OPEN 3—3
COME

14

"HANG OUT
WITH THE
Guys

— Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Prescott Mem. bapt.
Church, (Call 272—2116
_.
325—6518 for times)
+ Nancy Powers Trio, In
the Grove, 8:30pm
Friday
November 26
* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Al Maniscalco and the
Uptown Jazz Combo, In
the Grove, 9:30pm
Saturday
November 27
* Al Maniscalco and the
Carl Wolf Quartet, In
the Grove, 9:30pm
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but have
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TUN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station # 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765:
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s #2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # 396—
9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd = 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. = 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
5522.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
2867 (278—BUNS).
Chaos*: 60 South Front #578—VIBE(8423):

Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
MS # 601—327—0942.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook = 274—8655.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road #
458—9955.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
K.A. Karma: 394 North Watkins = 276—
5566.
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
_
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
(6673).
s
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
Mendenhall =—362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
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Resources

Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
9107.
:
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
mail: Igcj@ gaymemphis.com, web page:
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 =
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgcj. _
869—0300 ext. 1 « Sliding fee scale avail—
MS # 601—767—9500.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
able.
TheJungle*: 1474 Madison = 278—4313.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events *
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
. bereavement & sexuality counseling. =
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS . ~§78—9107.
CARDS & GIFTS
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—
DENTAL SERVICES
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
6535.
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
North Cooper # 685—5008.
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
at GGSGourmet.COM—
FINANCIAL SERVICES
National Organization for Women (NOW):
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 #578—3286
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
ing, estate planning # 753—1413.
or e—mail at memphisnow @ hotmail.com.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
# 745—3300.
:
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
holics): MemphlsLambdaCenter'n'276
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
458—0152.
7379 or
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Parents, Families & Friendsof Lesbians
327—6165.
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste."
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
388—3781.
4233.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
COMMUNITY GROUPS
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
FLORISTS
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
664—6614 for information, e—mail: Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, = 274—5767, 1—
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
burtren@aeneas.com
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
&
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
S
454—1414.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174,
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave., Chapel
Memphis 38174.
® 458—0501.
>—
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 578 Harrell St., Mem—
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
phis 38112 # 320—0000 or 274—8321
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
Southern Country Memphis:
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371. —
Country Western Dance Club.
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
Southern Sisters: Support group
C
38122.
— for transexual women (male to
female) # 728—4297,7:30—11 pm
;
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lesbian Awareness): # 729—3915.
for referral.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT): Stonewall Mission Church: A Pro—
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
gressive Christian Church «Sun.
0168 or 276—4762.
y
Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
Center, 103 Berry Rd., Nashville,
Memphis 38174—1803 = 682—9928.
TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: = Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
men‘s/women‘s leather org. 1568 *s
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN I,

Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Prescott MemorialBaptist Church » 2298
Elzey, Memphis 38104 = 272—2116 or
325—6518.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
motivation/support/social group. ‘Meets
1st & 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues,
1902 Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
crpegues @aol.com.
4F: Leather/Levi group » 3663 Appling Lake
Dr., Bartlett 38133.

38127—5409 # 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: ﬂ"

323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Graffiti
Memphis 38174—1082.
Graphics:
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
1985 Madison #7
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
# 278—5002.
_
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of — It‘s Done!: Typing,
M 38152 =
©278—5825 email:
word processing/
§
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
printing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
scripts, etc. = 795—4308.
AIDS Service Organization » 1384 Madi—
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
J.W. IHlustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of:
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
38677 =
662—234—1258 email:
homes # 386—8193.
278—AIDS.
2
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411 f
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
«ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
processing & printing services. Full color
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320—
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766
9376.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
or e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com. .
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO.
3760.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Cal— _ Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd =
= 678—3339.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
525—6602.
—
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
AIDS Switchboard: = 278—AIDS.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
COUNSELING SERVICES
9pm).
phis Lambda Center = 901—427—1500 for
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Gay. & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285—
information.
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Lesbi—
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
ans, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm «
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
340 N Garland = 276—0577.
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
ment.. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
* 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—11pm.
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee. Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
725—6730.
scale.
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca—
LINC: = 725—8895.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
transgender; individuals, couples # 527Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
com. westhollywood/1772/.
1098.
hcétline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
Anne S. Gillis, Ms: Individual, couple &
PEER.
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823, e—
family counseling, rebirthing = 761—3435. Rape Crisis: = 528—2161.
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy— Suicide & Crisis Intervention: = 274—
memphisbears.
chological Counselor Simmons, Kelman
7477.
Memphis Center—for Reproductive —
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
Transvestite—Transexual National _
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
# 369—6050.
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
~ Sat.).
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis Cliff Heegel, PhD:Licensed Psychologist
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
38174 = 324—4297.
LEGAL SERVICES
767—1066.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Sheridan
Lambe,
Lesw:
Individual
&
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
%
— Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 1545
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
1461, or 327—3676.
Union Ave. # 278—1004.
‘s hage 22—Triangle JournalNews.—Novetther.1988, ;.

meditation classes # 682—0855.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, = 272—
2853.
f
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only P.O.
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
evenings or weekends.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
MASSAGE SERVICES
house sitting by competent, caring couple
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
# 726—6198.
&
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Busi— ~ —
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
ness: 377—1075.
appointment. # 377—7701.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
272—STAR.
®
Massageby Michael: # 278—5475.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
sage by appointment. # 761—7977.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
MEDIA
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Family & Friends: Free monthly maga—
2170.
zine « Box 771948, Memphis 38177—
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
1948, = 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234,
ing Salon «3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
email: FamilyMag@aol.com, http://
members.aol.com/familymag/. — 3047 or 365—9716.
Vantek: Internet Services « Box 111324,
homepage.html.
Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
Recovery Times: Free
mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
monthly. newspaper focusing
on addictions & recovery. Dis—
:
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
tributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Triangle Journal News: Free
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
monthly newspaper published by
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave. # 853—
Printers Ink «Box 11485, Memphis,
0237. =.
3.921. 124
0: 4 8.5
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
@ 454—1411, Fax:, 454—1411 *51,
Realty: = 377—1057.
email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
— website: memphisTJN.com.
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
_ TRAVEL
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Sum—
Diverse Excursions: #=—726—4672 or
mer # 323—0600.
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
Bereavement Express: A unique Great American Cruises, Inc Cruise

‘Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason 0. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, = 728—4000.
LODGING
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non—
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
523—8912.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated,
87—89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis #
722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.

way to express your sympathy to
family, friends, co—workes, clients. #
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www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
Sticks. Personal consultations by ap—
pointment only: # 377—7701.
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
0521.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—

ance repair # 274—7011.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
vate functions «Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Hotel) = 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &

Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
Association # 465—2936.
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
726—5521.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
Memphis and Shelby CountyPublic Li—
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: +669
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326.

Larry Timmerman
Antique

Bill Johns
Harebouse

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, FN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members of American Cut Glass Association
&
We Buy and Sell Estates

CAnited

in

God‘s

Love

oqolll (lunar,
3430 Sammer Ave.
901/320—9376
Join TAs Sunday, 11:00 a.m.
and Wednesday, 7: oo p.m.

One Year. Twenty Dead. No Action.
Oct. 11, 1999 marked the one—
year anniversary of the death of
Matthew Shepard, and both the
U.S. House of Representatives and
many states have failed to pass
strong hate crimes laws covering.
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people.
During the past year, according
to statistics provided by the Na—
tional Coalition of Anti—Violence
— Programs, at least 20 GLBT people
have been murdered across the
United States.
5
"The murder of Matthew
Shepard was a national clarion call
for strong hate crimes laws, but
most of our political leaders have
failed to respond," said Kerry
Lobel, executive director of the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force.
:
"From James Byrd Jr. to Joseph
Ileto to Matthew Shepard, people
are being targeted for violence just
because they are perceived as dif—.
ferent. In the year since Matthews
wrenching death, many minority
groups have come under attack —
Jews, Christians, Asian—Ameri—
cans, African Americans and
women.
Together all of us must renew
our efforts to demand passage of
the Hate Crimes Prevention Act in
Congress and approval of hate
crimes legislation inclusive of
sexual orientation
Since Shepard‘s death, only

three states — Missouri, Califor—
nia and New Hampshire — have
acted on hate crimes legislation.
Missouri enacted a strong hate
crimes law that covers GLBT
people, while California and New
Hampshire strengthened already—
existing anti—violence laws.
But hate crimes legislation in—
clusive of sex ual—orientation failed
in 22 states: Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho,
Indiana, Kansas, Maryland, Missis—
sippi, Montana, North Carolina,
New Mexico (where a bill passed
the Legislature but was vetoed by
the governor), New York, Okla—
homa, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Virginia; West Vir—
ginia and Wyoming. _
In an historic move, the Senate
passed the Hate Crimes Prevention
Act this past summer. But so far, —
House members have not followed
the Senate‘s lead.
Lobel noted that many of the 20
GLBT victims of hate violence
over the
past
year were
transgendered people whose deaths
received little media attention. "To—
day we remember Matthew
Shepard," Lobel said. "We also re—
member. Tracy Thompson of
Cordele, Ga., who was struck in the
head with a baseball bat in March
1999. We remember Emmon
Bodfish of Orinda, Calif., who was
bludgeoned to death in June. We
remember Chareka Keys of Cleve—

land, Ohio., who died of blunt our sexual orientation," Lobel said.
trauma to the head Sept. 27. We re— "The very thing that separates hate
member all victims of hate violence crimes from other —crimes of vio—
and look forward to building a — lence is that wevare selected be—
world where diversity is seen as a cause of the community we
represent. Hate crimes are meant to
‘strength, not a reason to kill."
‘"When a hate crime occurs, ev— tear at the very fabric of our soci—
ery single one of us is diminished, ety."
regardless of our race, our religion, _ Lobel concluded that "each of

us has a responsibility to acknowl—
edge and speak up against all ex—
pressions of ‘discrimination,
scapegoating and violence. Our:
struggle must be focused, but it
must not be narrow. We cannot
expect others to be there for us if
we are not there for them."

Don‘t get caught without a placeto stay During the 2
week Halloween festivities in New Orleans

d G Y

Tuesday,
—

Nov. 2

7:00 p.m.

f

Memphis Public Library (Peabody & McLean)
Meeting Room B.
P.O. Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124
Web page: www.gaymemphis.c_o_mllgcj

Call the GET—OUTTA—TOWN—NOW—SPECIALIST ar

Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News

EXCURSIONS
friends
for Life
AIDS RESOURCE CENTER
Friends For Life Pantry Wish List
deodorant » shampoo e razors » hand and body lotion
baby diapers » adult incontinence pants
paper products (towels, toilet paper)
_ household cleaning products : §
*~.
Remember: Food Stamps can‘t be redeemed for theseitems
Drop Items by Friends For Life at 1384 Madison—
Ave. — 8:30—5 weekdays __ ___ __

_ Memphis‘ only 100%GAY OWNED & OPERATED LesbiGay travel specialist.
Don‘t spend hours on the internet looking for that special deal...I get 100 specials via
fax/email every day.

‘ 901-726-4672 or dx_jon@yahoo.com
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Together
Bluff City Sports Association
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League
Buns on the Run _
Dr. W|Il|am N. Castle, DDS
Black and White Men
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Lavender Earth
Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice
Living Word Christian Church
2"
Lorenz.
Loving Arms
§

Susan Mackenzieand Virglnla Stallworth
Madison Flame
Fran Maga
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Hetti McDaniels (Wayne King)
Melina (Dennis Belski) .
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY)
:
Memphis Bears
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC)
Audrey May

Memphis Lambda Center
Memphis Pride, Inc.
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University of Memphis
Students for Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Dee Dee Whitaker (Jimmy Gray)
Sharon Wray —
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VON‘T FORGET, EVERYONE.
IF WE GET SEPARATER WE
ALL MEET BACK AT MY
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Your Locally Gay Owned & Operated
Pride Merchandise Headquarters
National Coming Out Day
Products Available
Monday—Saturday 10 a.m.—6 p.m.
Sunday 1—6 p.m.
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Sad to Say... Homosexuality is
illegal in Uganda and is punishable
Sad to Say,
with life imprisonment. Now that
country‘s president, Yoweri
Happy to Hear
Museveni, has instructed the
—
Criminal Investigation Department
By Butch Valentine
to search out homosexuals, "lock
them up and charge them," accord—
BUTCHHRT@aol.com
ing to the government—owned
Sad to Say... In Knoxville, a: who cares about the future of black
newspaper. Two highly publicized
Michigan man with AIDS exposed
America had better begin speaking gay marriages provoked this witch—
at least three women with HIV, in— ~out about AIDS," says Coretta
hunt. Of course, the Adam and Eve
cluding one teenager who became
Scott King, launching a major ef— line of theory is part of his reason—
infected and pregnant. Citing his
fort of AIDS prevention aimed at ing. With all the problems facing
childhood history of sexual abuse
historically black universities and his impoverished country, you‘d
and his father abandoning his fam—
colleges. It‘s high time an African— think he could spend his energies
on something more important.
ily, he cited these reasons for why American of prominence is finally
speaking out. What puzzles me
he didn‘t disclose his status to his
about their silence is that blacks
partners. "I just wanted to be
Happy to Hear... French law—
fought for their rights, but they‘re makers adopted a law that will give
loved," he explained, saying he
feared rejection. He pulled this not fighting for their lives.
a wide range of legal rights to un—
stunt in Michigan before bringing
¥
wed couples, heterosexual or ho—
his dirties down south, having in—
Sad to Say... After three years mosexual. This action will allow
fected two women up there. State
of marriage and two children, Paris couples to file tax forms jointlyaf—
investigators brought charges
and Prince, Michael Jackson‘s sec— — ter three years of togetherness, en—
against him, but in their infinite
ond wife has filed for divorce. The able people to bring foreign
wisdom, decided to drop them.
couple mutually agreed to end the partners into the country, force
marriage.
employers to take couples‘ joint
Happy to Hear... Citing the
vacations into account, and prov—
number of victims—and his complete
Happy to Hear... Doesthis ing that "with the good comes the
disregard for them, the judge sen—
news really surprise anybody?If it bad,": make partners accountable
tenced Martin Jones, 37, to 17 years
surprises you, I have some land on for each other‘s debts. The law is
in state prison. I am certain he‘ll
Ninny Island that may interest you. called the Civil Pact of Solidarity.
be feeling a lot of love for 17 years.
It has a nice friendly ring to it, don‘t
There is no room for bleeding heart
Sad to Say... Following a report you think? __
liberalism on this issue. If some—
¥
published in September in the Brit—
one does not disclose HIV status
Sad to Say... The frantic season
ish medical journal, Lancet, three
and knowingly exposes partner(s)
independent research teams have is upon us: Halloween, Thanksgiv—
to the virus, the creep deserves
reported proof that drug—resistant ing, Christmas and New Year‘s.
harsh punishment.
strains of HIV (note this is plural, Calendars are full of things to do,
¥
© not just one) are spreading among people to see.
Sad to Say... Even though it was
sexually active people inthe United —
approved by voice vote in the Sen—
Happy to Hear... But it is also
States. These highly multi—drug
ate back in July, a House—Senate
resistant strains have surfaced over a season of goodwill to friends and
committee killed legislation that
the past 18 months, according to strangers alike. Please try to re—
would have included sexual orien—
the three studies, raising alarm member those not as fortunate as
tation, gender and disability under
among public health officials. The yourself.
current hate laws. The kill came at
fear is that this is the beginningof
the request of Senate Majority
Sad to Say... And here‘s my
rendering drug treatment useless
Leader Trent Lott, the Republican
for those infected in —the future.
Thanksgiving toast for you: if you
Righteous Wonder from Missis—
are a turkey...
sippi. "Our point is that every crime
Happy to Hear... Only a
is a hate crime," states his assistant.
Happy to Hear... I hope you
clueless optimist could find a sil—
If the words "sexual orientation"
ver lining in this tragic report.
meet a few pilgrims. After all, they
were not in the bill, according to
eat turkeys, don‘t they?
Senator Edward Kennedy (D—
Mass), it would have passed the
Republican muster and been made
law with flying colors.
Happy to Hear... I‘m happier _
than a pig in shit for those who fall
under the race, religion and na—
tional origin categories, as they‘re
the only ones protected by federal
law. Now let me suggest a test for
our fearless lawmaking leaders:
remove all the current hate laws
completely, and see who screams
the loudest then.
¥

Happy to Hear...:
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Steam Clean
Pretreat
Deoderizer —
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* Pet Odor Control

Carpeteuaro Avaitasie
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

LEE WATSON
Owner

24 Hour Service f
327—6165
FREE ESTIMATES

SAFE HARBOR
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH

Deep InS|de

HNOLLWYVWOOD —
SEE PAGE 34

CLUB

NIGHT

Come and meet God again for the very first
time.

Worship 11:00 am
We meet in
Good Shepherd Chapel, Union Ave. United Methodist Church
2117 Union Avenue, Memphis, TN
901—458—0501
f
(
Rev‘d Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
Morning

Sad to Say... As many as one in
50 black men and one in 160 black
women areinfected with HIV, re—
ports the CDC. Nearly half of new

infections occur in blacks. Why
aren‘t the ‘black leaders and
churches screaming about these
pitiful statistics? The church lead—
ers? It‘s because of the disease‘s
association with homosexuality.

Fall Clean—up Time!

Sat., Nov. 20

10 PM.

PIPELINE

‘Lflevi-Ieafther' club

SHOW

YOUR LEATHER!
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A Well—Spent $30
Commentary by Mark Jones
Okay, I admit it: I made a dona—
tion to Love in Action. Out of mor—
bid curiosity, I attended the Love
in Action annual banquet in late
September. I wanted to see and
hear for myself what goes on with
this group. For those of you who
are unfamiliar with Love in Action,
it is an organization that believes
in strict conversion therapy for ho—
mosexuals. John Smid is the direc—
tor of the organization.
A few more than 300 people
paid $30 each to attend the banquet
at the Adams Mark Hotel. The
crowd was 99 percent white and
most were over 40. Lots of gray
hair in the crowd. The people I

spoke with were down home coun—
try folk, glad to see me, glad I was
there. While there were a few
"cured homosexuals" in atten—
dance, this was a fund—raiser by its
straight supporters.
Throughout the evening several
individuals got up on stage and
gave testimonies about Love in
Action, how it had either changed
their life or the life of someonethey

love.
The keynote speaker was John
Paulk a national speaker who
claims to have escaped the homo—
sexual lifestyle several years ago.
He now works for Focus on the
Family.
To hear John Paulk tell it, ho—
mosexuals are running the country

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
—
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)

791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
1
345—0825
f Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358—8642

- NOW RENTING DVDs
AMEX

C D and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only QPEN 7 DAYS

and its the straight people who are
about to be eliminated. His exact
same speech could have been given
in 1969 but substitute the word
black for gay. It was hard to stom—
ach his speech.
With all the hoopla over John
Paulk and some of the other speak—
ers, the most disappointing and sur—
prising point of the entire night
came in the form of the master of
ceremonies. Jamey Tucker, the re—
ligion reporter and weekend news
anchor for Channel 3, held this po—
sition. Jamey Tucker stood before
the crowd of 300 plus and sang the
praises of John Smid the entire
night. He instructed the members .
of the audience to become involved
with Love in Action and to support
it with their time and money.
In the past five years that I have
been active in the gay and lesbian
community, I have always felt that
Channel 3 has given us a fair shake
in coverage. With that said, I have
to question the ethics of a "religion
reporter" being so involved with a
radical group such as Love in Ac—
tion. Would Channel 3 allow a re—

porter on race relations to be the
master of ceremonies at a White
Citizens Council banquet? For that
matter, would Channel 3 allow an—
other news anchor to be involved
with a fringe group along the lines
of Love in Action?
Boycotting and protesting are
effective tools and have their place.
One of the best ways to combat
Love in Action and other such
groups is to pull together and ad—
vertise our own strengths as an
community.
In the past year this has already
happened twice. Six gay and les—
bian groups took out a half page ad
last December in Playbill for the
musical Rent. More recently, over
a dozen such groups took out a half
page ad in The Memphis Flyer.
Together, we can afford large ad—
vertisements that will reach the
entire Memphis
Also, Love in Action thanked
the following churches for their
support: Central Church, Christ
United Methodist Church,
Germantown Baptist Church,
Grace Evangelical Church, Kirby

New Study Exposes Questionable
Clairns of Ex—Gay Movement
control and a deficient moral sense.
A study released Oct. 13 un—
der the auspices of the Independent Their lives in many cases were
Gay
Forum
(http:// plagued by alcoholism, drug abuse,
sexual compulsiveness or other
.org) critically
examines the lives and claims of problems, which they came to as—
sociate with the "gay lifestyle"
prominent leaders of the "ex—gay"
rather than their own bad choices
movement, exposing inconsisten—
and failings.
cies in their stories and question—
Subsequently, they latched onto
able claims about the efficacy of
intense,
sometimes fanatical reli—
"ex—gay" therapy.
gious belief as a way of coping
The study, "The Ex—Gay Files:
with their out—of—control lifestyles
Not Your Usual Gays," is based
largely on an in—depth analysis of and found comfort and purpose in
ex—gay ministries.
the testimonies, public statements,
However, when one closely ex—
videotapes, audiotapes and web
amines
their claims of a conversion
sites of leading figures of the ex—
to
heterosexuality,
one finds little
gay movement, including John
in the way of persuasive evidence
Paulk, Anthony Falzarano and
that their actual sexual orientation
Michael Johnston.
has changed, as opposed to their
The author of the study, Dr.
behavior.
Mark E. Pietrzyk, an adjunct in—
Among the highlights of the
structor at DePaul University in
study:
Chicago, says that although a large
* In 1988, Exodus Interna—
number of these "ex—gays" have
tional,
the umbrella organization
blamed the unhappiness of their
—
for
ex—gay
groups, created an ad—
previous lives on homosexuality,
vertising poster showing a group
the more fundamental difficulty
of alleged "ex—gays" with the cap—
was they had serious personal prob—
tion, "Can Homosexuals Change?
lems arising out of a lack of self—

Triangle Journal Obituary Policy

The Triangle Journal News is pleased to publish
obituaries of members of our community to make
note of their passing.
See page 2 for information on how to make submissions:
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Woods Baptist Church and
Bellevue Baptist Church.
If Christ United Methodist
Church holds its annual "Love Thy
Neighbor" worship service next
Easter, I suggest that a new half
page ad in the Memphis Flyer
should occur during Easter week.
The first line of the ad should read:
HEY BILL BOUKNIGHT: THE
HOMOSEXUAL IS YOUR
NEIGHBOR TOO!! Below that
top line, a list of organizations
should appear. Ifthere is another
Love Chain on Poplar Avenue I
suggest that the gay and lesbian
community take an active and
peaceful part in the love chain. We
should all link up together in front
of Christ United Methodist Church.
While I was not extremely
happy to give $30 to Love in Ac—
tion, I believe that it is important
for a few members of the gay and
lesbian community to attend such
events. Yes, we will hear the same
old rhetoric of lies and half truths,
but it is important to see what is
happening in Memphis and who is
in attendence.

WE DID!" Despite the ad‘ suse of_
the past tense to suggest the
program‘s effectiveness, in fact a
good number of the persons pho—
tographed were still undergoing
counseling in. an attempt to sup—
press ongoing feelings of homo—
sexual attraction.
* Anthony Falzarano, one of the
leading lights of the ex—gay move—
ment, has told multiple stories over
the years about how he abandoned
the "gay lifestyle" and ultimately
married a woman, stories which
conflict with each other in impor—
tant details.
* Colin Cook, a man touted by
the religious right throughout the
1980s for his work as head of an
ex—gay ministry, resigned from his
ministry when it was revealed he
had been engaging in sexual con—
tact with male counselees. He later
set up a new ex—gay ministry in the
1990s, which was again widely ad—
vertised by the religious right, only
to be once again charged by his
counselees with engaging in inap—
propriate sexual behavior toward
them.
Concludes Dr. Pietrzyk, "If ex—
gay groups are successful in their
expensive campaign of recruit—
. ment, we can expect to see more
persons lured into unsuitable het—
eroséxual marriages which prove
unsatisfactory and eventually fail.
Are ‘pro—family‘ groups even ca—
pable of seeing the irony of such
an outcome?"
Contents of the study are posted
on. the internet at: http://
www.indegayforum.org/articles/
pietrzyk1 .html
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For more than 100 years, police
surveillance and sting operations
have targeted public toilets — or
"tearooms" — frequented by gay
men in search of sex.
Restroom facilities were prob—
ably first used for sex in the days
before indoor plumbing. In
crowded urban areas, where fami—
lies and neighbors lived in close
quarters and privacy was nonexist—
ent, sex could take place unob—
served in outhouses.
By the late 19th century, many

D

A

V

of the 20th century. During the
1930s, the Works Progress Admin—
istration (WPA) put the unem—
ployed to work building hundreds
of public restrooms in parks across
the country, thus giving an inad—
vertent boost to tearoom activity.
Though it‘s unclear when and
where it originated, the slang term
"tearoom" (that is, "t—room," which
was short for "toilet—room") en—
abled men to discuss their public
sexual encounters with each other
in a coded way. Heterosexuals un—
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A

N
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derstood tearooms very differently,
cities were overcrowded and had
as genteel cafes where people en—
poor sanitation. For public health
purposes, public restrooms were joyed afternoon tea and pastries.
One historian notes that, ironi—.
built in parks and near transporta—
~ tion facilities. Called "comfort sta—
cally, the use of public facilities for
homosexual encounters gave men
tions," these restrooms dotted the
a measure of privacy. Sex in city
landscape in cities from New York
parks was risky because it was out
to Seattle. However, some men
in the open. For many poor and
quickly began to use them for a dif—
working—class men, then, public
ferent kind of comfort.
restrooms doubled as private
As early as 1896, the public fa—
sexual space.
silities in Manhattan‘s Battery Park
But tearooms were also fre—
and City Hall Park were associated
quented by other classes. The
with homosexual activity. The pub—
‘ic men‘s room beneath Seattle‘s _ washrooms of New York‘s subway
system were "the meeting place for
Pioneer Square was a popular
>ruising area by the first decades ~everyone," as one man put it. A

I
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Publishing Cox
1970).
Leap, William, ed. Public Sex/
Gay Space (Columbia University
Press, 1999).

When Lesbian Moms Break Up,
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Heartbreak and Legal Limbo
By David Crary
AP National Writer
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With a mother‘s love, Kathleen
Crandell writes every week to two
girls she cannot visit. Whether they
get the letters, she doesn‘t know.
Crandell helped raise the girls
before splitting with her lesbian
partner and considers them her
daughters. Distraught when ex—
cluded from their lives, she sued for
visitation rights — and lost. Under
California law, she has no greater
right to access than a stranger.
"I don‘t think, unless you‘ ve lost
a kid, you can even fathom what
it‘s like," Crandell says. "It‘ s pretty
much every moment. It‘s a constant
level of missing them."
Similarly wrenching cases are
surfacing across the nation as more
lesbian partners raise children born
after artificial insemination. When
such couples separate, dissolving
a union that no state recognizes as
marriage, the partner who is not the
biological parent finds herself in
legal limbo.
In California, New York and
Florida, state courts have ruled

within the past 18 months that les—
bian ex—partners are not entitled to
visitation rights with children they
helped nurture, regardless of how
deep the emotional bond.
Massachusetts‘ highest court, in
contrast, granted visitation rights in
June to a lesbian who helped raise
her ex—partner‘s son. The woman
was a "de facto" parent, said the
court, winning ‘praise from gay—
rights groups for asserting that non—
traditional families deserve legal
respect. .
The Massachusetts judges were
venturing into a legal vacuum; one
dissenting justice condemned the
ruling as an unwarranted step to—
ward endorsing same—sex mar—
riages.
Courts in many other states have
sided categorically with the bio—
logical mother in such disputes,
ruling that estranged lesbian part—
ners have no more legal right to
demand visitation than a long—term —
nanny or close family friend.
"The courts aren‘ t used to look—.
ing at people without a biological
relationship as being a child‘s par—
ent," says Michael Adams, associ—

ate director of the American Civil
Liberties Union‘s lesbian and gay
rights project. "We are forced to
work within laws passed by legis—
latures that simply never considered
these circumstances, and we can get
some very unfortunate results."
Gay—rights activists don‘t con—
tend that every ex—partner‘s demand
should be granted. But they do want
courts at least to consider whether
requested visitation rights might be
in a child‘s best interest.
"We want courts to force our
families to play by the very same
rules that heterosexual couples have
been forced to play by for decades,"
says Kate Kendell, executive direc—
tor of the National Center for Les—
bian Rights in San Francisco. "We
don‘t want anything special or dif—
ferent."
:
In Crandell‘s case, the Califor—
nia Supreme Court in July let stand
an appeals court ruling against her.
The lower court said no legal
grounds exist for granting visitation
rights to a nonparent over. the bio—
logical mother‘s objection.
"It‘s the height of irony, given
See Lesbian Moms on page 36

Decade Turns
Lady A. and I hope youall with the Gay/Lesbian press
enjoy this 10th anniversary is— (Gaze newspaper reached 10
sue of TJIN. There‘s not a lot of years under their editorship in
retrospect,just a nod to the event ©1989). And that‘s something.
and even some new things. They were
Tempus fugit, sed nunc carpe also the first
diem!
recipients
of Tsarus‘
The retrospect this month is Man of the
As The

on another page, 30 years since
the first Miss GayMemphis.
Short Subjects é
Miss Lorenz on a Budget
(that‘s the title) was won: by Eve
Kirby. We haven‘t seen the ti—
ara, we hope it wasn‘t too low
budget, but secondhand is ok.

Year and
have kept
community
service a
high prior—
ity through
all — their
years of in—
volvement.
I will not
forget to
mention the
other mainstay of the TIN, Bob
Dumais, who is responsible for
many of the ads and all of the
proofreading.
[Just to let you know that

Lady A.‘s Ever So
Helpful Hallowe‘en
Schedule
Remember, Daylight Savings
Time ends at 2 am on Sun., Oct.
31 which gives an extra hour to
Saturday night partying on the
30th. Many bar events take someone besides Bob reads this
place that night.
column before it goes to press,
Amnesia — 29th: Fabulous we thank youfor the kind words.
‘Bodies, 31st, the 22nd (accord— — Eds.]
ing to Melina) annual Miss
Mess Memphis, Pageant which
Rumour Mill
is (according to Melina) the
Department
longest—running consecutive
Well, it‘s not really a rumour
_.pageant.in Memphis.
anymore, it‘s fact, although it
%
Backstreet — 31st The was a rumour for so. long I fi—
. _ Backstreet Witch Project.. _. — nally had to find out something!
Crossroads—29—30th; Miss Lorretta Williams and Mike
Gay Memphis 31st: Costume Smith have closed Club 501.
In The Grove=30th: Jungle
Room, live.
J—Wag‘s—No plans at press
time, but be sure somethingwill

be up.
The Jungle—Watch for signs,
portents and omens in the bar.
Lorenz—29th: Friends For
Life benefit show, 31st: Cos—
tume contest 6 pm.
Madison Flame—31 st: Spe—
cial show—Hetti McDaniels and
Friends.
N—Cognito—No plans at press
time, but prepare to be sur—
prised.
One. More—
Surprises all
weekend.
Pipeline—30th: Pipeline goes
Hollywood.
Playhouse on the Square,
30th: special performances of
The Mystery ofIrma Vep.
Warm Fuzzy of the

Building and property have
been sold to Crossroads owners
Ken Grimes and Steve Wyatt
who are remodeling the 501 side
into Crossroads II. It will begin
with a country music format
with country dance opportuni—
ties Thursday nights. It will be
quieter than the showbar side,
brightened up and more conver—
sational and (I hope) cruisy.
An old friend threw a very
large going away party for
Lorretta on the patio at Cross—
roads the same day as the Na—
tional Coming Out Day Picnic
(coverage of that is elsewhere).
Bette Hefner ‘lowed as to she
and Lorretta coming out to—
gether to look for husbands.
How many years ago she was
referring to was not specified.
Lorretta says she will be pre—
senting Miss Gay Memphis and
then doing a lotta nothing for
~—awhile; Many old friends were
present including Grace Perry,
who has been a mainstay. at
Lorretta‘s Beyond Tea benefits
and Mama Grazie who is just
plain notorious.

y
Month
It will be no surprise that the
warm fuzzy goes to my editors,
Allen Cook and John Stilwell
for all these years of pretty much
free rein and space for a lot of
my own personal opinions about
The real rumour is about
a variety of subjects. This is: Metro, the new bar which is be—
their second 10—year milestone ing touted as the occupant of the

of her signature numbers. © efit, J—Wag‘s, Nov. 13.
Tsarus and 4—F turned out strong
Tsarus Leather Reunion, The
in. support of these two friends Jungle, Nov. 19; Pipeline, Nov.
Autumn St. Pub location. The and I had a blast.
20.
rumour is that it was to be open
Aphrodite benefit, Madison
by Hallowe‘en. It has beencom—
—The silent auction benefiting Flame Nov. 21.
ing soon for severalmonths now Mystic Krewe of MU at In the _
(just like the Grove went a long way toward
‘Miss Crossroadshas been
movies). financing the Mardi Gras Ball tentatively scheduled for No—
More as it planned for the Spring. The aura vember.
happens.
was pure class, the auction items
— Final Round
~~ interesting, the food delicious
Benefit
"And remember, a heart is
and piano by Enrica Ramey was
Recap
a special treat. Having: it at a not judged by how much you
O n.—e
classy bar like In the Grove — love, but by how much you are
More staged
5
didn‘t hurt either, ne c‘est pas? loved by others."
a benefit
The Wizard to the Tin Man
show in Oc—
in The Wizard of Oz.
The Runaround
tober which
All we can do is try.
Emerald Theatre Co., Romeo,
raised $420 Romeo , Nov. 5—7, 12—14.
>
for a special
Tata, —
The Jungle, one—year anni—
fund
at . versary, Wed., Nov. 10.
VA:
Friends For
Mystic Krewe of MU Ben—
Life which
supplies necessary personal
items (soap, toothbrushes, ra—
zors, etc.) for clients. Each of
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW
these, we understand, costs $7
so the benefit provided several.

Specializing in

Aphrodite‘s show at Cross—
roads raised close to $400 for
Loving Arms. The special treats —
—at this event,, in additionto the
usual high quality entertainment
were the return of Joyce
Russell—McAllister and Linda
Etherton to Aphrodite shows
after long absences. Long—dis—
tance memberBetty Richerson
flew up from Houston to do one
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thal or not, is almost entirely a male
come to the attention of health pro—
my neck, do not look for a murderer.
practice. Of the 118 cases in the Ca—
fessionals.
—
%
Ihave executed myself. I say execute
nadian study, only one was a woman.
One aspect of autoerotic asphyxia rather than suicide because I didn‘t
Fetishism in general is predomi—
is purely physiological. Depriving
really intend to hang unto death." An—
nantly a male trait.
the cerebral cortex of oxygen during
other man was found in woman‘s
Gays and lesbians tend to be rela—
masturbation can increase the level
clothes, surrounded by writings and
UEER
tively
accepting of unorthodox
of sexual arousal and the intensity of pictures related to judicial execution.
sexual practices. Most of us would
orgasm. Nitrite inhalers ("poppers")
One of these documents said "The
probably be concerned by the obvi—
probably work in the same way: by
law of the land for any man dressed
ous risks of autoerotic asphyxia,
§C|EenCce opening blood vessels all over the
as a woman and found guilty is that
more than by any moral consider—
body, they drain blood away from the
he be hanged."
®
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
ations or by the notion that some
cerebral cortex, leaving it in a semi—
The majority of the men who die
mental disorder is at work. If the
functional state. This frees the lower
by autoerotic asphyxia are hetero—
physiological high associated with
centers of the brain, where sexual
sexual. But quite a few of these are
asphyxia werethe whole story, one
Autoerotic Asphyxiation
feelings are based, from the inhibi—
erotically aroused by wearing
could simply suggest that the devo—
tion normally exerted by the cortex.
women‘s clothes, a trait that psychia—
tees of this kind of sex switch from
Yet
while
the
health
risks
associated
trists
call
transvestic
fetishism.
(This
The scene is sickeningly famil— around the neck but around the
self—strangulation to the use of pop—
with
use
of
"poppers"
are
probably
_
is
quite
different
from
gay
men
do—
iar: the young man‘s body is found ankles and the genitals too. And the
pers, a far safer alternative. But this
only moderate, self—asphyxiation is
ing drag.) Of the cases studied by
hanging by its neck from a rafter. rafter shows signs of wear, as if this
physiological effectis evidently only
exceptionally
dangerous,
because
the
Hucker
and
Blanchard,
many
were
There are no signs of forcible en— was not the first but the 20th time
a part of the story. The devotees of
person
may
lose
consciousness
be—
wearing
women‘s
clothes
or
make—
try or of a struggle. Near the corpse the young man had strung himself
autoerotic asphyxia becomes en—
fore
he
unties
the
rope
or
belt
that
is
up,
or
had
shaved
legs.
Thus
these
a note makes clear that the deed up — not to kill himself, but to get
meshed in a sexual fantasy world that
strangulating him. If ever there was
men exhibited at least two fetishisms
was his own doing. Another tragic the ultimate sexual charge. It‘s a
become ever more complex and dan—
occasion
to
say
"don‘t
try
this
at
simultaneously.
This
fits
with
the
youth suicide, perhaps by a young case of lethal autoerotic asphyxia.
. gerous as they grow older. Here‘s
well—documented
observation
that
home,"this
is
it!
According to studies by Stephen
man in conflict about his homo—
one corner of sexual diversity where
On another level, however, auto—
men who show one fetishism com—
Hucker and Ray Blanchard, of the
sexuality? Well, not exactly.
the only reasonable response is: Get
erotic asphyxia has complex psycho—
monly show one or more others.
Closer inspection of the scene Clarke Institute of Psychiatry in
help!
logical
roots.
It‘s
clear
that
many
of
Autoerotic
asphyxia,
whether
le—
reveals some unusual details. The Toronto, Canada, lethal autoerotic as—
the
victims
found
the
very
notion
of
body is undressed from the waist phyxia is not at all rare. They found
bondage sexually arousing, quite
down. The victim had ejaculated records of 118 such deaths in the
aside from the physiological effects
Canadian
provinces
of
Alberta
and
before he died. The room is littered
MEMPHIS
on the brain. They often are found
Ontario
over
a
13—year
period.
Yet
with pornographic magazines,
with
other
parts
of
their
bodies
tied,
BEARS
some showing scenes of bondage the sexual practices that lead to such
and not just their necks. And there
or torture. The body is tied not just deaths are so private that they rarely
are often S&M magazines near the
CLUB NicHtT
body. The victims were expressing
classic bondage fetishism.
Pipeline
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cident and suicide highly ambiguous.
Check Out Our Website for Details
One young man left a note that read,
leatherworship.com Awaesome Leather Gods!
http://www.
in part: "When you find my body
blackstuds.com Steamy XXX Black Heat
hanging... with a tight noose around
Space donated as a public service ofthe Triangle Joum al News
(800) 363—7883 Live Talk (Must be 18+)
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Reunion

The

11

till.

till.

20

.

.

Code on Patio

BGALA

___ We meet every Tuesday at 7:30 for a
|topic discussion, guest speaker, dinner, or an activity.
Please contact us for more information.
E—mail: bgata@cc.memphis.edu
Web Site:
Voice Mail: (901) 678—5719
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.

Lesbian

Notions
by Paula Martinac

Gay—Friendly College
Guidebook

You know you‘ ve really "made
it" as an oppressed minority when
you‘re viewed as a mainstream
market niche. Gay students have
made it — and it‘sactually a good
thing.
Businesses and advertising ex—
ecutives have recognized blacks,
women and gay men as potential
markets for a number of years.
Manufacturers of sturdy, European
brand cars like Saab are now be—
ginning to target upwardly mobile
lesbian buyers.
The list of marketable minori—
ties is always growing. I just read
that single mothers, once (and of—
ten still) criticized for being "im—
moral" and "on the dole," present
a new marketing opportunity.
Some corporate execs have finally
figured out that single moms, just
like married ones, have to buy dia—
pers.and baby food.
Most of these marketing ploys
leave me feeling pretty cynical,
since they usually don‘t do much
of anything but line the pockets of
already—rich corporate honchos.
One marketing scheme, however,
has gotten my attention. The
Princeton Review, a leader in stan—
dardized test preparation and pub—
lishers of a popular guidebook for
prospective college students, has
identified yet another niche —
queer students:
The 2000 edition of the
Princeton Reviews guidebook,
The Best 331 Colleges, offers in—
formation on the gay—friendliness
of colleges and universities. In a
survey of almost 60,000 students
(the book‘s unique selling point),
the editors included the question,
"Is there very little discrimination
against homosexuals [at your col—
lege]?"
s
Student responses to the ques—

emy, then successfully sold it to the
boss.
Regardless of the origins or in—
tent of the guidebook‘s gay—inclu—
siveness, the result is noteworthy.
An earlier college guidebook that
delved into the specific needs of
gay students was published by New
York University Press in 1994.
Though much more in—depth and
thorough about gay students‘ con—
cerns, it was researched six or
seven years ago and is now out of
date.
Also, because NYU’s guide—
book is called The Gay, Lesbian,
and Bisexual Students‘ Guide to
Colleges, Universities, and Gradu—
ate Schools, it isn‘ t going to make
it onto a lot of high school library
shelves. It won‘t be widely con—
sulted or referred to by school guid—
ance counselors. Parents won‘t
dash out to buy it. For all these rea—
sons, its findings aren‘t likely to
make much of an impression on
college administrators, whose big—
gest concern is enrollment numbers
(their version of "profit").
But a recent article in a Boston
gay newspaper suggests the poten—
tial impact of the Princeton Review
ratings. The Bay Windows report
found that colleges and universi—
ties, faced with being listed as gay—
unfriendly by one of the biggest
and most popular guidebooks, be—
gan scrambling to uphold their
reputations as diverse and welcom—
ing.
College administrators may
think they have their bases covered
by queer studies course offerings
or openly gay faculty members.
But, because the Princeton Review _
interviewed students, not adminis—
trators, its gay—friendly and —un—
friendly lists suggest the
atmosphere students may actually
experience. on campus.
And that‘s what counts. We‘ve
just passed the one—year anniver—
sary of Matthew Shepard‘s murder. _|
Many students across the country,
both gay and straight, felt the im—
pact of that shocking crime. Scores
of moving campus vigils and ral— $F
lies took place, even at some un— i |

tion resulted in two top—20 lists of
schools — ‘Gay Community Ac—
cepted" and "Alternative Lifestyles
Not an Alternative." By including
this information, the editors recog—
nize not just that college—bound gay
students exist, but that they have
specific concerns related to equal
treatment.
Granted, the Princeton Review likely schools like conservative —
is a large, profit—minded corpora— Catholic colleges.
When the vigils ended, how—
tion. The editors of the college
guidebook probably never sat ever, many campuses returned to
down and said, "Gee, gay students business as usual — silence on ho—
have such a rough time! How can mophobia and hate. One notewor— —
we help them?" Instead, a savvy thy example of lasting institutional
editor may have gotten the idea change is the University of South—
from headlines about gay student ern Maine‘s new Center for the
groups under attack or controver— Study and Prevention of Hate Vio—
sies over queer studies in the acad— lence, created to educate the uni—

versity community about hate lan—
guage and crimes.
Still, stories of anti—gay harass—
ment on campus and lack of admin—
istrative response tothese incidents
are common, even at the most elite
schools. A junior recently wrote a
letter to the Harvard Crimson, pro—
testing anti—gay stunts at his dorm.
"These acts serve as a cold re—
minder," he wrote, "of the narrow—

mindedness and intolerance that a positive step.
exist evenat this school, a sup— —
posed model for other colleges."
Paula Martinac is the author of
In the face of a widespread and seven books, including The Les—
continuing problem, the Princeton bian and Gay Book of Love and
Review‘s gay—inclusiveness may Marriage. She can be reached care
seem small and superficial. But in of this publication or at
my view, anything — even a LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
publisher‘s marketing ploy — that Lesbian
Notions,
visit
makes colleges and universities www.
look at homophobia on campus is

MmWWGmemMQOmwwawﬂ
presents
"Kicking the Balls Outta 1999"
First Annual MGLCC KickBall Tournament
Saturday, November 6, 1999 ©
10am to 4pm
Tobey Field (located at the corner of Central & Hollywood]
To register, please call Angela @ 324—1018.
Deadline to register: Saturday, October 30.
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: Deep Inside

COLLYVWOOD
by Romeo San Vicente

Crazy About Coward
The hottest gay writer in Holly—
wood these days ain‘t Kevin
Williamson; it‘s the late, great Brit—
ish playwright Noel Coward. A
master wit whose work is often
compared to that of Oscar Wilde,
Coward is the inspiration for a
couple of high—profile projects in
the works — including one that
should make good use of |
Madonna‘s much—mocked newly
acquired British accent.
The Material Girl has commit—
ted to star a feature film version of
Coward‘s play Quadrille directed
by Gavin Millar, best—known for
1985‘s Dreamchild. Set in London
and France in the 1920s, Madonna
will play the wife of a philander—
she starred in Star, a much—under—
ing English aristocrat who runs off
rated biopic about Gertrude
to the south of France with another
Lawrence, the playwright‘s favor—
woman, who is married to a
ite leading lady. No release date has
wealthy American industrialist.
yet been Set for Relative Values.
Madonna and the spurned Ameri—
can husband team up to avoid a
The Names Have Not
scandal, but fall passionately for
Been Changed...
each other along the way. The
The former girlfriend of Bran—
lovely Andie McDowell is set to
don Teena, the transgendered teen—
co—star when the film goes before
ager
who was murdered in
cameras in April 2000.
Nebraska
a few years ago in a hid—
~_ Already in production is a film
eous hate crime, is unhappy that her
based on Coward‘s 1951 "light
name is being used in a feature film
comedy" Relative Values, in which
about the slaying. Lana Tisdell has
Victor/Victoria‘s Julie Andrews
retained an attorney, who sent a
plays a widowed English countess.
cease—and—desist letter to Fox
She‘s worried about her son‘s up—
Searchlight, which is releasing
coming marriage to a Hollywood
Kimberly Pierce‘s biopic Boys
starlet (Jeanne Trippiehorn), who
Don‘t Cry, asking the company to
is still pining for a hunky actor
change the name or pull the film.
played by William Baldwin (now
Born female, Brandon Teena was
there‘s a stretch). Andrews is an old
killed in 1993 after successfully
hand in Coward country; in 1968,

—

Eureks

passing as male; Tisdell was
Brandon‘s high school sweetheart.
Kids cutie Chloe Sevigny portrays
Tisdell in the just—released film,
and, in a breakthrough perfor—
mance, Hilary Swank plays Teena.
Fox Searchlight contends it has a
signed agreement with the real—life
Tisdell, but she says she never in—
tended to give away any rights to
her story. The film, a fictionalized
account, places Tisdell at the scene
of the crime when Brandon was
murdered, a scenario that she
claims has both caused her to lose
her job and provoked death threats
from Brandon‘s family. Fox
Searchlight says it is investigating
the situation.

Comedian

Queer—Acting
Talk—Show Host
Los Angeles radio sensation Phil
Hendrie recently expanded to more
than 30 cities through a syndication
deal with Premier Radio Networks,
the same company that distributes
Rush Limbaugh and "I‘m not ho—
mophobic" self—help hag Dr. Laura.
Hendrie‘s one—of—a—kind style is to
pretend to be his own outrageous
guests, interview himself, and en—
courage unsuspecting callers to call
in and argue. He‘s portrayed a vet—
erinarian who euthanizes puppies for
fun, an elderly black woman who
promotes the singing of "Dixie," and
a high school sophomore with tes—

Ellen

ticular cancer who doesn‘t under—
stand why the "Make A Wish Soci—
ety" won‘t grant him his wish of
joining the Mile High Club. One of
Hendrie‘s regular "guests" is "Doug
Dangar,""a gay man and a gay jour—
nalist," who writes movie reviews
from a queer perspective and be—
lieves anyone who slights him is ex—
hibiting homophobia. Oh please,
Mary!
Romeo San Vicente is dressing
as Dr. Laura this Halloween. You
can reach Romeo in care of this
publication
or
via
email
RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www.popcorng.com
or
www. gay.com.

Degeneres Says She

Would Marry Partner in Vermont
BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) —
Comedian Ellen DeGeneres and
her partner, actress Anne Heche,
say if the Vermont Supreme Court
legalizes same—sex marriage, they
will say their vows in Vermont.
"There is no one who is keep—
ing their fingers crossed more than
us. We‘d love to celebrate that with
you," Heche said.
Hundreds of people packed into
the University of Vermont‘s
Patrick Gymnasium to hear the
couple speak . Others wanted to ask
questions about coming out as a
gay or lesbian, and still others just
wanted to show their support.
"All right, that does it. I‘m mov—
ing here," DeGeneres quipped in
response to the thunderous ap—
plause she received.
The crowd was there to cel—
ebrate the start of Coming Out
Week. DeGeneres‘ talk was spon—
sored by a UVM gay and lesbian
group.
The Vermont Supreme Court is
considering a case filed by three‘

Anne Heche, left, and Ellen Degeneres
same—sex couples who want to
marry.
"This is not a gay issue; this is
a human issue; this is about love,"
DeGeneres said. "I‘m a comedian.
I‘m not a spokesperson for the gay
community. I don‘t claim to be; I
don‘t want to be. These are just my
opinions."

"Elite"

Springs

(AP Photo/Khue Bui)

DeGeneres spoke of her expe—
riences in Hollywood before and
after her coming out on television
as Ellen Morgan and in real life.
DeGeneres urged those in atten—
dance to speak up and not tolerate
homophobia.

Entertainment

Escorts, Models & Massage

Diversity

—— Fast and Discreet
— Best Rates L Best Sewwice

We Come to You

Celebration

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
November 5, 6 & 7

Bigger and better than ever‘!

For a schedule of activities, call The Emerald Rainbow at
(501) 253—5445 or visit www. shimaka.com/eureka/diversity
Advertising donated as a service of the Triangle Journal News
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Welcome
Singles & Couples

Femate and
Mate Staff

(901) 3575488
Memphis‘ only She—Mates
“ yows fantasies come tftue.’*

The “Other Side ofthe Story" —
Commentary by Christopher Ott > ramuses who are responSible for.~
that discrimination in the first place
The other morning when the «presents a completely distorted pic—
alarm went off, public radio broad— > ture of what is really going on.
Journalists already recognize —
cast a report about a new domes:
— tic—partner registry in Milwaukee. . this need to be more careful when
Thereport explained the basics they research and write their sto—
about the registry, but then gave ries about some otherissues, and
details about a lawsuit‘to: halt it, we need to make gay equality one
filed by an organizationcalling it— of them. For example, if a new Jew—
self the Christian Civil Liberties ish community center opens, re—
Union. The announcer matter—of— porters don‘ tbother to seekout the _
factly cited the group‘sopposition views of local anti—Semites who
speCial rights for homosexu— believe there is an international
Zionist conspiracy, all in the name
als
This was a demonstration of one — of giving the story "balance." If an —
of journalism‘s most destructive
myths: that in order for a story to
be objective, it has to havetwo
sides.
,_ The problem with this wellin—

ond—guess themselves, going the
extra mile to include conservative
voices, nomatter how dubious."
But when conservatives com—

plaining about more loudly isthat — ~gingin—the ravings of whatever
the mediamust do this jobof ques— homophobic nincompoop theycan
© tioning and criticizing better. Be— find as "the other side ofthe story."
Chris Ott is the publisher of _
cause when they do, theyll see that.
Straight Answers (http:// —
plain about the "liberal media,"
we‘re in the right. Reporters need
what‘they‘re really complaining _ to: do their homework on gay is—. www.sipu.com/sa), a web site de—
aboutisa media that is doing its sues, understand the true role of voted to changing the terms ofde—
‘bate over sexual orientation. _
job: questioning and criticizing. anti—gay activists as a weird mar—
And what we need to begin com— — ginal phenomenon,andst

Isn‘t it abouttime tomake that___

NAACP convention is in town, re—
— sponsible reporters don‘ t run to lo—
cal klansmen for soundbites. If a —

RAINBOW PLGRINMAGE —

new dinosaur fossil is discovered,
reporters—except maybe in Kan—
sas—don‘t worry about accusa— —
tions of bias if they haven‘t
included the views of creationists
who calculate that the Earth was
created one sunny morning 6,000
years ago.
Running to anti——gay nutcases

tentionedquestfor fairness is that
some stories don‘t have two sides,
or at least not twosides of equal
merit. It‘s part of ajournalist‘s job
to recognize this, and if they can‘t,
it‘s up to us to explainitto them in
calls andletters to. their station or
every time there‘s news about a
publication.
‘The usual reason this happens ~baby—step in thedirectionofgay
equality is no differentfrom anyof.
"is one of two things
Sometimes, reporters want to these examples above.Inthena
~_ protectthemselves against charges of avoiding bias, journalistsare | —
thatthey have written a onesided actually adding bias to their stories
story, and sothey.. j ehgutseme (byfailingtomakethe: necessary“ L
one—anyone—who has an oppos— judgmentsabout their sources.
*. __ ingsviewpoint: They plug that into
This doesn‘t mean that the
the‘stggxband,VOila,the. storyhas views of people and organizations —
that aren‘t politically correct
"balance."
"Anotherway that the same thing shouldbercensored orf i
happensiswhen Journalists Simply
—
M
_ don‘t know much about the issue explained and presented for what
(andin fairness, no one can be an. they are: a troubling fringe phe—. —|J
expert in everything) and are too _ ~ nomenon, not just an equal but op— |
trusting of the sources. They as— posing viewpoint. Journalists need
sume the sources know what they to stopassuming that anti—gay ac— .
tivists have even the most rudimen—
‘are talking about.
The result is that Lended up lis— tary understanding of what they re
tening to the views on homosexu— talking about.
We need to hold local stations f
ality of a man who doesn‘t even
and
papers accountable for this, but
know what homosexuality is. This —
——— is not objective reporting; it‘s maybe we can take some consola—
sloppy, cover—the—journalist‘ s—ass tion from the fact that this is all part
reportingthat ignores the reality of of a much larger problem: the myth —
the situation. The real story here is of the "liberal media." Conserva—
the day—in,
discrimination tives have done a good job over the _
that gay people face because of. last few years ofconvincing people _
what other people imagine about that the media has aliberal bias,
_us. To give equal time to the igno— and even reporters sometimes sec—

THE

MIDTOWNERS —
) Fun with a Ball *e

°o;

New Friends — Old Friends

Maybe Even a Date!!
No Politics — Just Fun
~Call ——
_James Bailey 342—4630
or Linda Etherton 323-3111 2

San
Francisco
Amsterdam

CalltheGET—OUTTA—TOWN—NOW—SPECIALISTat
D|

Wit-6 6XCUlZﬁlONS

Memphis only 100%GAY OWNED & OPERATED LesbiGaytravelspectalist.
2

All Inclusive packages starting at $300 (MOO/day)
901—726—4672 or dx_jon@yahoo.com _
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NATIONAL

COMING

About an hour before the start of the picnic, skies appeared threatening. The first
significant rainfall had occurred the night before. However, skies cleared almost on
cue at 1 p.m. Community organizations staffed information tables at the picnic. Among
the participants were Memphis Pride, Inc., the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center, Friends for Life, the Triangle Journal News, BGALA, MAGY, Memphis Bears
and the Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice.

©
s sl
ais
With rainbow—colored balloons festooning the pavilion perimeter, picnic—goers
praised the Gay bubble—god in ceremonies like this one!

Lesbian
Moms
Continued from page
that California has perhaps more
lesbian couples raising children
than any other state," Kendell says.
"We‘re not talking about live—in
girlfriends. We‘re not talking about a
nanny. We all know a parent when
we see one — someone who read a
child stories at night, who changed
their diapers, who was there day in,
day out, nurturing and caring."
Crandell, now 43, and her partner
started living together in 1985 when
the partner‘s daughter was almost 3.
Two years later, the partner gave birth
to another daughter by artificial in—
semination.
The couple jointly raised the two
girls until separating in 1990. In 1994
the ex—partner demanded that

Crandell cease her periodic visits.
The court ruling means Crandell
cannot see the children until they turn
18. They are now 17 and 12.
Crandell hasn‘t ruled out trying to
take her case to the U.S. Supreme
Court, though she has modest hopes.
"Nothing has been more important to
me than asking for my children in ev—
ery possible way," she said in a tele—
phone interview.
The next major ruling on the issue
may come in New Jersey. The state
Supreme Court plans hearings this fall
on an appeals court‘s split decision
granting a lesbian visitation rights to
her former partner‘s twin toddlers.
The twins, a boy and girl, were
born two years after the women be—
gan living together, and the plaintiff
shared child—rearing duties with the
biological mother. Each took turns
changing diapers, picking up the
twins from day care, rocking them to
sleep.
To date, virtually every high—pro—
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PICNIC

Picnic attendees visit with a mounted park ranger. The picnic was flanked by a Baptist church
group picnic on one side and a group of factory workers barbecuing on the other.

Members of the University of Memphis Students for Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Awareness (BGALA)
and Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY) squared off for their second annual volleyball game!

file court case regarding children of
same—sex partners has involved les—
bians, not gay men. That could
change, however, as liberalized adop—
tion policies expand the ranks of gay
fathers.
Although many gay—rights groups
have intervened in the court cases to
espouse the validity of same—sex part—
nerships, they would prefer that
couples avoid litigation.
This summer, an alliance of
groups published guidelines for same
sex couples, urging those who want
children to agree in advance on how
to solve problems that might arise if
they separate. Options vary from state
to state, but it is often possible for a
partner to become a legal parent
through guardianship or adoption.
"There are ways to resolve these
things outside of court," says Mary
Bonauto, a Boston lawyer who
drafted the guidelines. "We have a
legal system that for the most part
does not acknowledge the legal ex—

istence of our families. So it‘s impor—
tant that we honor our own agree—
ments."
Bonauto, civil rights director for
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and De—
fenders, says children of same—sex
couples, and the gay—rights move—
ment, can be losers when a case goes
to court.
"It is extremely damaging to our
community and our families when we
disavow as insignificant the very re—
lationships for which we are seeking
legal and societal respect," she wrote
in the guidelines.
As a positive example, Bonauto
cites Joyce Kauffman, a lesbian—
rights lawyer in Boston who settled
a child—custody dispute with her
former partner without litigation.
Kauffman gave birth to her
daughter, Becca, as a single mother
15 years ago, and soon afterward
began a relationship that lasted four
years.
When the partners broke up, and

realized how distraught the child
was, they decided to continue co—
parenting. For the past 10 years,
Becca has spent half of each week
with each of the women, who live a
few blocks apart.
"My daughter still calls both of
us Mom," Kauffman says. "It was
not my favorite thing to do, to deal
with my ex—partner all the time. But
I didn‘t feel I had any right to cur—
tail my daughter‘s relationship with
her. I felt morally it would have
been wrong."
Kauffman is frustrated by the
tactics some lesbian mothers use to
oppose visitation rights.
"We‘ ve been working so hard for
so many decades to gain respect," she
says. "Then to have people within our
own community use homophobic law
against other gay and lesbian people
— that really troubles me. If we don‘t
respect our own relationships, how
can we expect other people to respect
them?"

Public Radio Reporters
Shepard

Murder Coverage

LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) — A
national gay media organization
has honored two National Public
Radio reporters for their coverage
of the beating death of Matthew
Shepard, a gay University of Wyo—
ming freshman.
Wyoming reporters Heather
Feeney and Bob Beck received an
"Excellence in Journalism Award"
from the National Lesbian and Gay
Journalism Association. Other
members of their news team also
were honored: Mark Roberts, Jon
Wilson, Bebe Crouse and David

Jackson

Honored for

Rabin.
Shepard died Oct. 12 of last year
after being beaten, pistol—whipped
and tied to a fence near Laramie.
One of two men charged with
Shepard‘s murder was sentenced to
life in prison in April, the other is
being tried in a death penalty case.
Wyoming Public Radio pro—
vided hourly reports the weekend
after the beating: Feeney reported
on a candlelight vigil and Beck re—
ported on reaction to Shepard‘s
death and subsequent court pro—
ceedings.
:

State Gets

Fight AIDS

in

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —Jack—
son State University has received
$5 million in federal funds to de—
velop programs aimed at prevent—
ing the spread of HIV/AIDS.
The grant will provide $1 mil—
lion a year for five years to develop
four projects to help prevent the
spread of HIV/AIDS in African
Americans and homosexual men of
color.

Beck also contributed to na—
tional reports about Wyoming‘s
lack of hate crime legislation and
on the prosecutor‘s decision to seek
‘the death penalty. Feeney inter—
viewed religious leaders and gay
community representatives for
their opinions about the death pen—
alty decision.
"Since Heather and I live in
Laramie, we were able to cover the
events with sensitivity and accu—
racy that seemed to be lacking in
some other news reports," Beck
said.

Federal

Deadline for the —

December 1999 Issue
November

1999

Publication Date: November 19
(The week before Thanksgiving.)

Funds to

Issues in the last quarter of the year are
adjusted to accommodate holiday schedules.

Black Community
The Congressional Black Cau—
cus secured the funds that the Cen—
ters for Disease Control and
Prevention is giving JSU, said Car—
rie Salone, program consultant for
the National Center for HIV, STD
and TB Prevention in Atlanta.
"The Centers for Disease Con—
trol and Prevention is dedicated to
reaching disproportionately af—
fected groups such as African

12,

Americans with vital financial and
technical support," Salone said.
African Americans represent an
estimated 13 percent of the total
U.S. population, yet they account
for roughly half of all new HIV in—
fections, AIDS cases and AIDS
deaths, according to data released
at the National HIV Prevention
Conference.
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HELLUVA
A
GOOD
TIME
Steve
is
WHERE
ART
THOU
ROMEO?
TENNESSEE a 38—year—old Male, 59", 150 lbs.,
CheerfulandGWM,
recent
out
ofI love
the ARKANSAS
non—versatile, bottom, slim, in good
closet
looking
for
a
friend.
tan, employed, good—look—
PHONE FUN Tyler is 6‘0", 160 lbs., shape,
music,
Broadway
and
cooking.
NOT PROMISCUOUS Bob is a 36—
drug—free. If this sounds good,
Where
is my Romeo? (Dixon) year—old
blonde/blue, 8" cut. Seeking Male ing,
GWM, 5°5", 165 lbs., hairy
leave a message. (Nashville)
418926
chest,
straight—acting, enjoys
for phone fun. (Knoxville) #11362 ©210245
ISO NEW
FRIENDS
29—year—old movies, dancing.
Seeking straight—
Block Of Time WPM,
64",
190
lbs,
brown/green,
APPEALING?
Richard
is
6‘2",
165
GWM, for friendship, monog—
VERY MATURE, 28—year—old Male, lbs., blonde/blue. Seeking nice bear
with Sot, ths more you | new to the area, looking for people acting
Biu
Moneyou save.
to have a good time with. @18372 amous
dark/dark, enjoys traveling, movies, Man to do things within the Johnson
413670 ~relationship. (Paragold)
City
area.
(Johnson
City)
#11103
quiet times, reading. Seeking Male
REACHING OUT TO TOUCH
ALABAMA
GOOD, HOT SEX T.J; is a SBiWM,
28—35, with similar qualities, for 6‘0",
SOMEONE BiWM, looking for a M,
CALLoun
new
lbs., brown/blue, top,
who
also loves to get off over the
friendship, possible relationship. ‘stocky,225—230
smooth, nicely—endowed.
NORTH
ALABAMA
33—year—old
phone.
Call me if you want to talk.
Seeking
Gay
or
Bi
Males,
bottom,
511", 170
lbs., 43—44"
chest,
(Memphis) @10842
220273
CREDITCARD LINE WM,
well—endowed, for good times.
32"
waist,
in
good
shape,
fairly
mustache, educated, STRAIGHT—ACTING GUY WANT—
PARIS, TN Alan is a 33—year—old (Nashville) 219623
1—800—716—28638 nohairy,hangbeard,
ups,
drug—free,
occasional
ED 18—year—old BM, very attractive,
GWM. 540‘, 175 lbs., dirty LEAVE A MESSAGE Bryan is
drinker,
romantic,
enjoys
politics,If straight—acting,
disease—free, look—
seeking
a
nice
Male
25—30
who
is
ANDPREPAY
900
TIME
good
conversation,
water
sports.
ing for a WM, with similar qualities.
blonde/hazel. Seeking Male in the sincere, honest. He enjoys club—
this
sounds
interesting,
leave
a
If
this
is
you,
leave
me a message.
Paris, TN area to get in touch with. bing, spending time at home. —If this
message. @10579
418423
sounds good, leave a message. No HIT ME UP Sexy BM, 61", 150 lbs., JUST EUN 35—year—old WM, LET‘S HAVE FUN Jerry is a 52—
(Paris) #19302 k
games. (Nashville) £19546
brown—skinned, tall, skinny. Seeking
tanned, toned and year—old Male, smoker, light drinker, KENTUCKY
a friend to chill with, maybe more. brown/blue,
enjoys orsports,
bowling.
Seeking
looking
to
meet
21—35, in the . White
CASUAL FRIENDSHIP Brian is a ©10531
. ~ Memphis area, fora BM,
Italian
Male
25—38,
well— WHERES THE PARTY? 35—year—
33—year—old Male. Seeking Male for
a
no
strings,
hot,
Bi,©15981
straight or Married.
casual friendship, evening .encoun— RECENTLY SINGLE Very honest, sexual relationship. (Memphis) endowed,
old WM, 62‘, brown hair muscular
(Albertville)
ters, oral sex, if this sounds good to attractive, SPM, 39, light drinker, ©21822
build. Seeking 2—3 BM to party with.
you,
leave
a
message.
(Clarksville)
GET
BENT
John
is
a
33—year—old,
enjoys nature, going out. Seeking BOTTOM SEEKING A TOP 24— 5°6", 160—165 Ibs., brown/brown, 419233
220385
honest SM, for dating, possible year—old WM, looking for athletic top smooth, straight Male looking to be LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING
STRICTLY A BOTTOM Carlos is a an
relationship.
(Clarksdale) #22030
bent, enjoys
movies,
tight John is a 35—year—old WM, enjoys
29—year—old HM, 511", 170 lbs.,
18—26, to have fun with. jeans,
mild
to wild toys,
bondage.
NASCAR, the outdoors, bowling,
swimmer‘s build, very attractive, BORING GUY? 26—year—old BM, Guys,
Seeking
an
emotionally
secure,
fishing. Seeking romantic TS or TV,
bottom. Seeking an intelligent Male 511", 184 lbs., dreadlocks, brown (Greenville) £21463
understanding
Male
willing
to
show
to spend time with. @10012
25+, financially stable, for fun,
enjoys cooking, reading, run— — DON‘T BE SHY GWM, 29, 58", me. @13562
friendship, maybe more. No head eyes,
AND COUNTRY MAN
ning,
cleaning,
employed,
dogs.
If
GOAL—ORIENTED
BM fun—loving
WANTED TOWN
games, no one—night—stands. interested, leave a message. 210 lbs, enjoys music, movies, art 23—year—old
Aaron is a 38—year—old GWM, 5°9",
BM,
511",
(Clarksville) #14795
and
travel.
Searching
for
a
true
175
lbs.,
brown/blue, goatee, mus—
a forgreata BM,sense
of myhumor.
romance with a masculine W/HM, with
tache, bear—type, HWP, enjoys ani—
IS IT YOU? 39—year—old GBM, (Memphis) #21869
Looking
around
age,
mals, outdoors, movies, fishing,
brown eyes, brown—skinned, 6‘0", ~ PUNISH ME WITH A GOOD TIME 25—40. Nonsmoker preferred. Leave who‘s also into sports, dining out camping.
Seeking masculine GWM,
having
a.
good
time.
175 lbs., masculine, top, smooth, WM, 53, 6‘1", bottom, HIV+, very me a message and I‘ll get back to and
30—40, responsible, safe, smart, for
(Birmingham) #20359
n/s, n/drinker, responsible, honest, healthy, enjoys life, gardening, you. ©19905
friendship, possible relationship.
enjoys sports, cooking, gar— nature, cooking, hometime, green
ENOUGH? loving,
_LETS
GET OURlooking
ROCKS
OFF
#10165
dening, cars, nature, reading. houses.
WANTED:
VERY
PASSABLE
TV
Young
MBiIWM,
for
a
hot,
Seeking
a
top
into
fisting,
GM, 18—40, with similar
whofun.
wantsAgeto and
get together
for 65—YEAR—OLD GWM, bottom,
40, looking for a very attrac— daddy hot
LEATHERLINK®" Seeking
interests and qualities, for compan— punishment, long—lasting, for good WM,
race unim—
seeking young Males 18—25, for
ionship, possible LTR. (Nashville) times, possible relationship. tive, feminine TV, for my first time some
portant.
If
you‘re
looking
for
a
hot
friendship, possible relationship.
1—900—288—5847 #12792
©21671
experience. 18856
time,
give
me
a
call.
@19834
(Louisville) 221978
18+,612—373—9783
$1.99/MIN. c/s
Customer Service: 612—373—9783 Only $1.99 per minute. 18+.
AM 071/10.15.99
Memphis
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classifieds must be re—submit— nection®! 18+ Record & Listen mon interests, 24 years and
ted each month, in writing, by FREE! 901—529—9800, use code older, any race (I prefer orien—
Limit of 30 words (including ad— clude your name —and a tele— the 15th of the month.
9007.
4
R tal—far east, Greek, Indian,
dress or phone number) and a
Free For All. To Record, Browse Spanish—Latin, P.R.) ladies!
phone number where you can
Brp & BREAKFAST
$2.00 charge for the use of our be reached to verify the ad. If Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5
& Send. Wild Local Dateline! Summer‘s over. Don‘t stop hav—
ing erotic fun. Write: Mermaid,
P.O. box. Please specify if you
you would like a copy of the wooded acres of privacy in a fun © 901—565—0006, Pub #641, 18+.
P.O. Box 40112, Memphis, TN
want to use our P.O. box. Com—
100%
Local.
_
issue in which your ad ap— vacation area. Exclusive resort
38174—0012.
mercial ads are charged at the
pears, please send $1.00 to for men & women. Hottub. Coun—
GWM, 36,6‘3", 200#, good look—
rate of20¢ per word, $3.00 mini—
cover postage.
try club privileges. Greenwood ing, long hair with hazel—blue J/O Buddies. Meet by phone.
mum. Phone numbers and zip
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hollow Ridge, 13 Stopple Road, eyes, in good health, seeking Try it FREE! 901—821—9100,
codes are free. Deadline for ads ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, GWM, 21—30, slick, slim & sexy Code 7001, 18+.
is the 15th of each month. Send
for romantic lover. Will be wait— Libra, single GWM, 50, ISO
TIN announcements and
(501) 253—5283.
to Triangle Journal News, Box classifieds will not automatically
The Arbour Glen Bed & Break— ing to hear from you. Call any— GWMs, 30—60, ex—athletes, uni—
formed professionals, construc—
11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
time (601) 343—5102. MS.
be re—run. Announcements and fast—Circa 1896. Located on Eu—
tion
white collar professionals,
Hot
Local
Singles.
Free
to.
reka Springs Historic District
bored
with their way of life and
loop close to downtown shops & Record, Browse, Send!! 901—
want a change. For some fun
— restaurants. Completely reno— 565—0006, Pub #640, 18+.
vated for comfort but still main— HOT MEMPHIS MEN! Explore and good times, no strings at—
taining its old world charm, el— DISCREETLY with other hot lo— tached, discretion assured. Write
egance & romance. Picturesque cal guys on The Confidential Dept. P—10,; P.O. Box 11485,
tree—covered hollow. TheArbour Connection®!18+ Record & Lis— Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Glen, #7 Lema, Eureka Springs, ten FREE! 901—529—9800, use New to the area. Hi! I‘m a GWM,
40ish who just moved to the
code 9006.
AR 72632, (501) 253—9010.
I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, county of Gibson (please don‘t
Mim—Soutn RrEsouRCEs
Piano Lessons: Concert Artist, single, independent, mature, ro— ask why). I don‘t know anyone
Juilliard
School of Music gradu— mantic, decent, clean, well— except my family. Is there a
eu
ate, offering instruction for all groomed, healthy, athletic, non— GWM, 35—45ish in the Gibson _
(4 you haven‘t been to Integrity lately,
smoker. (Socially—active enter— county area that | could be
ages and levels... 323—4303.
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
tainment events, dance/sports, friends with? If so, please call
PERSONALS
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
etc.) Wordly—travels, gourmet me, Bobby, at 855—4255 before
yu Obe
EXPLORE DISCREETLY! Try cook and classy but down—to— 8 p.m. Please no fats or fems.
o a Gn
;
something new with someone earth. I want a feminine, sexy Thanks.
102 N. Second Street
new on The Confidential Con— and/or unique freak with com:— 35 yo white male master of dis~
901.725.7256
cipline ISO naughty submissive
%
slave.
Ilaminto bondage, spank—
Meetings at
ing,
shaving,
endless sex, toys
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
and more. 18—22ish, smooth—
1488 Madison Avenue
bodied, white male, about 140#
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379
.with boyish looks and manner—
isms. Skinny a plus. No dis—
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
eases.
For an absolute spank—
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
ing
good
time, call Mr. Paul:
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
323—1521.
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Community Newspaper. For
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Yourself or for a friend.
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
AIDS RESOURCE CENTER
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal,

0485. Classifieds must be sub—

non—commercial ads FREE.

mitted in writing and must in—

discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
f

8:00 pm

Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

° NAME
ADDRESS —
CITY __
| PHONE

Friday

STATE

ZIP

Mail to: Triangle Journal News .
P.O. Box 11485
_ Memphis, TN 38111—0485

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
:
n
tta.
mete
<3
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
k
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gar own personal ads
to the other hot personal ads
d messages to the guys you like
rd

(code: 7000)

18+ Only! Restrictions apply.
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or ACME Customer Service, call: 1—800—445—3002

AND

NOW

A

YOUR

WORD

FROM

TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing. comfortable
treatment is our
business.

_.

Best of all ...

_we do it with a SOFTE,
Painful teeth,

aren ratatn
geritle Eouon.

swollen gums,

f

——

%.

and baad breath... _
These are messages from your teeth
which say, "We need help!”
unsightly stains

~

__

We are a young ana grOWil’lg dental
~
ak,
|
__.
practice
which prides
:
CZ itself on

fairness and open—mindedness.

Make your teeth feel good again! .
Call for an appointment today. We‘ listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) ® Memphis TN 38104—2815
(901)
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685—5008

